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TECHNICAL NOTE
This magazine is produced on the iUE-line system. Please make allowces
for occasional reduced definition in illustrations.

LEGAL WAtlfltiG. particularly ior New Readers:
By reading this magazine you are entering a Temporary Autonomous Zone
{TAB}. where normal values. logic and timescales do not apply. At the least
you may feel unable to put the magazine down until you have read it through
to the very end. As you read it. you may also ieel strcmgely mellow and
entirely unable to consider doing anything else useful for 24 hours.
Mternatiyeiy you may feel a sudden urge to have money extracted
pcn‘nlessly by one of our advertisers. Anything may happen and at the yery
worst you may enter a Permanent Autonomous Zone (Phil) of your own
creation.

We describe 4&5 Alive as 1i'our IEscape irom Ordinary literahne, but
be warned that unwary neophytes hare been known to degenerate into
hopeless wrecks gibbering meaningless phrases such as “modulator. 'open
reel”. Iimage orthicon‘. 'telerecording‘ and '16 kiiocycle line wlfisfle. Sadly
there is no cure apart from deeper addiction.

DO NOT PROCEED FURTHER ii you are unsure oi your ability to handle
hardcore old technology. You have been warned. This magazine should not
be leit out where children or peeple of an unsympathetic disposition may
find it.
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IMPORTANT CHANGES TO 405AUVE
Please read this...
Over the past two veers I have mentioned-several times that editing,
publishing and administering this magazine in spare time alone was
becoming an impossible task. I am delighted to confirm that tvvo
'helpers’ wilt take over oil administrative "aspects of the magazine,
leaving me to edit it and  produce the master copvr for printing.

Helpers is hardlv the wav to describe them {perhaps 'saviours'?}, for
they;r a re  a team who are seasoned in the art of producing well-loved
pubiications and events. 'They’ in fact are Jo and Chas Miller and
manv of vou will have seen or at  least heard of their magazine, The
Eodrbphfle. Well, 405 Afr've is joining up with The Radiophrie and both
titles will in tuture be administered and published from the latter’s
Staffordshire address.

Starting with the next issue (no. 29}, the Milters wilt take over
responsibility for printing, mailing and collecting subscriptions. Editing
and page production witl remain mv responsibiiitv. All existing ’contra
deals’ {reciprocoi subscriptions and the iike} will continue just as
before.

From now on, if vou want to  contact JGEAt’r've it is vital that you write to
the correct address. Editorial matters (articles, letters and
advertisements) should continue as before to me, Andrew Emmerson at
1'1 Fatcutt Wav, NORWAMPTOH, NH: BPH. All other correspondence
{including subscriptions, missing copies and so on} to The Radiophffe,
Larkhili, Newport Rood, Woodseoves, STAFFORD, STli'ti.I GNP.

lvftztnypr thanks for your support up to now and for vour future
co-operation and understanding.

Andy Emmerson.
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It’s subscription renewal time!

You will mutlnue
to support: Ill-CF: Alive

by renaming you
subset-Ewan

TIME TO RENEW?
This is what you must do to keep the f low of your layourite magazine
uninterrupted. Nearly oil of your subscriptions haye now expired; your
address label will have {95} following your name.

Those of you who receiye your copy under a reciprocal exchange
{with a letter C in brackets on the label after your name} or Legal
Deposit arrangement can ignore this of course. So can Simon GoUgh,
Jonathan l-iiil, Dayid Looser, Wilfried Meier, Brian fientorth, John
Thompson, 3firgen Volter, Martyn 1|ur'ictor and Keith Wilson because all
you fail: have paid in adyancei Take a bow, you toil-r.

The rest at you should send a cheque tor £16 [inland and BFPO),
Eurocheque or sterling banker’ 5 draft for £26 (all other territories) made
out to The Eadiopfrfle, which wili pay for a year's subsriription {four
issues}. We regret credit card transactions can no longer be handled.
The address for subscriptions is The Pedophile, Larkhill, Newport
Rood, Woodseayes, STAFFORD, STEU GNP.
Such a deal!

In case you're still puzzled (and even I am aonlused, but that's
permanentlyll, the magazine you’re reading now is the Christmas
1995 issue and the final part of your 1995 subscription. The next
four issues of 405 Alive [numbered 29 to 32) are the 'real’ 1995
issues and we shall all be doing our best to get them out in a
timely fashion. Of course the road to hell is paved with good
intentions but at least we shall by!
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FRQE-‘cfl THE Eflfiflfi’l non

A Nation of Hoarders
Earlier this year an interview in Computer Life magafine with Michael Wadleigh.
director of the film Woodstock. revealed the American director s admiration for the
British way of keeping records.

He had embarked upon a new project to list every track on every record and CD
available and publish this database on (CD-ROM - no mean undertaking. Describing
his search for raw data to go into this compendium. he says:

"we had to go down to the HCPS in Great Britain. which. by the way. is the best
single database of popular music... in the world. [Our American databases] are al!
warped by capitalism. to suit Warner Brothers or Sony Records or whatever. Over
[in Britain]. the explanation that was given to me as to why the databases are that
much better — and the same is true—for the National Film Institute - is that you're a
nation of trainspotters. That you go out there in your anorak and obsessively write
down numbers and the name of the game is accuracy. i thought of it as altruism and
people said no. no — it s obsession."

I suppose he could used slightly more flattering language but his underlying thought
process is correct; we are a nation of record keepers. Correspondents in the USA
tell me our books on World War fl aircraft are better than American productions.
our hoof-rs on miiitary uniform arehetter researched and weil... you get the picture.

Actually. I think this quest for neatly sorted records {i was going to say knowledge.
but it's not quite the same thing} is deep-rooted and goes back much further. it: goes
back to the Venerable Bede. the Anglo~5axon Chronicles and the Domesday Book. it
seems to be part of our psyche to want to make complete collections and arrange
things in neat order. Even in childhood we are given wooden or plastic toys and are
taught to feed the round doweis into the round holes and the square pegs into
square holes. _

Whether it's an obsession. i'm not sure. All right. I am sure. _We are a nation of
obsessive collectors and hoarders. so we might as wefl be proud of it and turn
obsession into a virtue. it‘s nice to earn praise now and again!
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I.E'I"I'ER5; WE GET lE'I'TERS...
From E. Russefl. 24 Doonkuna Street. Severley Hffls, NSiI'If 2209.
hustralio:
i saw the entry about your group in the magazine of the Vintage Light
Music Society. The aspect of pre-war English television in which l am
interested is the Scophony Optical Mechanical receiver.

i am at present reconstructing one to suit the Australian standard of
I525 lines. Perhaps ’re—constructing' is the wrong word, because i am '
making my own, 'as near as possible' repiica. Accordingly I wondered
if anyone in your group had any  interest in such things.

i have all [i think} the technical publications of the era that dealt with
Scophony and their unique equipment, and was corresponding with
Joshua Sieger the remaining engineer from Scophony, up till his death.
He supplied me with many drawings and circuits although naturally all
my electronics are solid state. -

if any of your group have any interest in this i would be pleased t o
correspond and exchange ideas. I mention that l have constructed a
working optical system up to the high-speed scanner, this of course
including the Scophony light vaive. in my case, for the Australian
system of 625 lines, the high-speed scanner motor has to run at as 3?5
rpm driving a Eli-facet polygon The next item on the project is the
mirror drum tor vertical scanning.

Anyone interested please get lrt touch wlth Mr Russell direct; lt sounds
a lascrhatrhg projectl {Editor}

From Jeffrey Borinslty.- Oxford:
I hope people enjoyed my April Fool spoof in the last issue, which
reminds me of another plausible idea. You may remember the fluids
and viewers used 'to make sync pulses visible prior to splicing video
tape in the days of 2" Quad machines. In the future there will be a
problem repiaying aid tape formats [especially video} as the hardware
will be difficult to maintain. Therefore i propose an advanced magnetic
scanner which reads the entire magnetic pattern on a tape, muchas
an optical scanner reads a printed page. April Fool? Or should I patent
it? _

Sounds like a good ldea to me. Alter all ,. the Snrss have already
devised an optlcal laser system for replayrhg delicate and cracked
Fflrpm gramophone records. {Editor}
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From Bob Hetherway, 23 Snowdon Road. Fishponds. Bristol:
I must say how gfad that my copies of 435 Afive have now arrived. My
hopes and ambitions regarding the future of my old- 4BS—lineW sets
new look much brighter, since i now have the names etc., of people
with pienty of technical knowledge, which will be essential if I am to
restore my old faithfuis which are here in the room with me.

Restoration work for me is very difficult since i am partially sighted, and
am therefore unable to see sufficiently welt to do  soldering, and
reading the values of many components that are found in teievision
and radio receivers. Therefore, I am hoping to get in touch with some
kind person who may be able to help me, or, perhaps buy a well
restored TV at a raily.

My pet interests are early test cards and l have recreated Test Cards
C, Modified C, D, F, 6, (used by Pye WTJ and the PM5544 using an
Amiga SUD computer, with Photon Paint software. This software,.whiist
being a bit inclined to crash now and then, does enable the roster to
go right out to the edge of the W display; it realiy iooks quite good.
Anyone wanting a (SEE-tine VHS tape of these cards is most weicome,
provided it’s done on the basis of postage and tape cost only, so as not
to infringe the copyright laws.

My other obsession, and it is an obsession, is the colour experiments
the BBC did i n  the  mid fifties, and early sixties. There were some
compatibility tests done that were transmitted over the SB network
around 1960e1 during norrnai trade test transmissions, which I
witnessed as a child. I had my own Pye W4 when l was aged 12 or 13
and recall double checking against Mum and Dads set; the effect of
the dot crawl was the same when you tuned towards the sound
channei. Sadly, these tests did not go on for long, as I never saw them
again.

Does anyone know of a book based on the BBC monographs about 25
years ago of BBC Television Engineering, and a survey of the NTSC
experiments carried out in the late 195Bs? This book is substantial, and
includes colour photos of off-screen pictures {flower heads that are very
vivid, you can see the line structure}. The book was published in about
1?61 and may have been written by Sir Harold Bishop or by W N
Sproson. The BBC confirmed this books existence to me in 1935, but
unfortunately, i lost its ISBN when i moved house. More recently the
BBC could not t race it. On  the dust jacket, and inside, there is a picture
of a primitive colour set, the one on the jacket actualiy had a picture
being dispiayed.
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1While still on the subject of s ins - l i ne  colour, who remembers the end
sequence of Richard Cawston's fiim This is The BBC in which one minute
of the film is spent showing the colour studio at'Ally Paily? This section
was filmed in colour, and was shown in 19%, and again by 3305
Pebbfe Mr?! at One on the 15th anniversary of cofour in early 1982. The
film aiso includes some songs like Ufa“ Moco'onafd Had a Ferns and
photos in the BBC monograph show scenes from the same series of
tests. I wonder if these fiIm records ofthe tests are available on VHS?
Also, d id  the BBC eyer try telerecording‘in colour? I ask because in_
1994 there was a celebration of 50 years of BBC? in which mention was _
made of some problems they had with contrast law. A short clip was
shown of the Stock and White astref Show It was incredibly tony,
with a hint of pink in the film, and i wondered if it was straight fiim, a
film camera pointed at a monitor, or a proper teierecording that had
gone wrong. -

I am by no means a technical person, and have neyer worked in a
professional capacity in broadcasting", my only inyolyement being with
REM in Plymouth during Wit} as a technician. I hope l have not been
going on too much, but reaily, it is so rare that i can write about my
thoughts on good ofd 405 teleyision.

From Chr is  Gurnett. Elms Form, Whimay. Winchester Road,
Burghclere, Hewhury, Berks, R520 91E:
As a recent member l haye yery much enjoyed reading the back issues
{1-4} and your most recent edition. The magazine has spurred me into
action on the restoration front. As a kid I used to ‘tinker’ with old yalye
W sets from local jumbie sales; some actualiy worked for a time.
Looking back though i don“t think i destroyed anything priceless
because most were fairly late dual-standard tapes. The yarious ‘belts‘
that l receiyed from these sets must haye left some long-term damage
to my brain because after working for seyeral years on modern
high-tech broadcast equipment as a Test Engineer for Ouantel Ltd I am
turning once again to my 'roots' so to speak {as a hobby].

To this end I wonder if any other members of the organisation can help
me ‘? I am currently trying to renoyate a Dynatron TV 35 receiyer (yes, i
know it's not pre-war or small and compact but I like it! Anyway if
eyeryone goes for the 'cute' sets, we wiil end up eyentually with a
'history hole’). 5 am having trouble locating a circuit diagram for it. l
have tried various suppliers of seryice information and the library; our
locai library has an  incomplete set of T'll' and Radio Servicing—and
none of the volumes it has contains the circuit. I can get the library to
obtain the information for me but I need to know the right yoiume, so I
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need the date of first manufacture for the set. The set l 'hoye has '62
written on the chassis which would seem to . be about right. an
electrolytic capacitor in the chassis is dated ‘53 which probabiy sets the
earliest point that is possibie for manufacture of the set {the electrolytic
seems original}. Does anyone know when this chassis first entered
production? Aiternotiyeiy it by a slim chance anyone has a circuit
diagram in their possession i will naturoily reimburse postage and
photo-copying expenses.

P.S. | hoye just read a new book that might interest members,
although it only touches briefly on the Marconi—EM 405-iine standard.
The book is calied Seeing by lWireless by Roy Herbert and carers the
story of Baird Television, the text is well written and illustrated.

i iri're your expression history noie’ _. very apt! i in sure one of our
iotirs can heir) you With your quest for a circuit. i have pnhted your
address above and Fit just mention they can oiso ring you on
35.352.732.53 at home [Editor].
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From Richard Bell. Melton Mowbray:
l have enciased a picture photocopied from a TVi'imes Issue dated ist
April 1??? which lists the start of the Thames Television series Jamie
and the Magic i'orch on Monday 23th March at 12.00. l am  a big fan of
the show and I thought other readers may experience a memory
trigger when they see the picture. i myself had a few hazy memories at
the programme but as soon as I found this picture it really got the
memory bank working overtime! I soon started to remember some
other characters who were in the show; it makes me only more
determined to find some episodes on video as l have not seen it since it_
was last repeated around 1981. '

_ Jamie and h is  dog wordsworth

i do understand about memory triggers, Eicharo'. i
recentiy obtained some Mickey Mouse Ciao short-s from the mid-1950.5.
it ’s nigh on 4'3 years since i iast saw these on channei 9 and seeing
that trtie sequence: sodo’eniy the memories came flooding thatch.i
[Editor]

lmmortalise yourself - send in a letter!
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THE ULTIMATE lIST 0F CONTINUI'IT ANNOUNCERS
...goes'on and‘un!

Please add two names; they are Michael Piper and Guy Corey who
both worked tor 1|.I'tulestward from the beginning, and who iett just before
Sheila Kennedy left to work for ATV in Birmingham. {Bah Netherwafl

BATS wrue CflPTlONS .
In Best of issues 1-4, Memory Lane, you asked if anyone remembers the
BBC North of England News caption. No I don't remember that one, but
I can remember the one used by the BBC in Bristoi since it was their
programme that was transmitted by North Hessary Tor on channel 2
before Plymouth had a studio of their own. The Bristol programme was
calied Wew, and was introduced either by John Norman or Tom
Salmon. [Bob Netherwafl

The West of Engiand and the Midiand region of the BBC both
had shniiar talents, with a iarge W or M in the centre and the batfs
wings and iightning flashes on either side {bravo channei on satellite
has appropriated themsincei). in tact aii these so—caiied Bat’s things
captions, rhciualrhg the math BBC Teie vision Syrnhoi were designed by
the noted designer Abram Games, 0B5. who was aiso responsrhie for
the Festivai of Britain n'rotirIr of 195 i as weii as many other pieces of
refined commerciai advertising art. [Editor]

NEWS FROM IRELAND
Rather beiatedly some information kindly provided 405 Aliver Dave
Hooper in Tallaght {Dublin} has just come to light {there are four box
files of material waiting to be published in this magazine and
occasionally pieces of paper become tucked inside othersl). Dave still
has a vidicon camera going back to 196D. it used a sub-standard
Staticon tube bought from the British Amateur Television Club's Mike
Barlow for the monstrous sum at £25 {at a time when you could buy a
small car for £5lifll). He  says building a stable sync pulse generator was
hard work, so he 'borrowed' the BBC’s syncs by tapping them off a
teievision set tuned to the BBC. Actually this was quite a common
practice among hobbyists in those days.
' Dave’s amateur radio callsign is EiEHR and another hobby of his
is transmitting television —- including 405 lines! -— on the amateur bands.
His colleague ion EiBGY is based in Watertord and like Dave, crossed
the water from England some years back. ion recalls that when he
lived in Farnharn, he  used to service George Hersee's television set
{George Hersee being the designer of test Card F at coursei). He adds
that there are still some high-gain Band 1 and Bond lH aerials in
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Waterford erected manv moons ago to receive Wen'voe and St Hilary.
Most have had elements drop off but the radioiTV shop still has a full
array.

Picture below:

Home-built television station constructed lav Dave Hooper, amateur
callsign EIEHR (but in those days GSICU}. Photo shows 405-iine staticon
camera and camera control unit built about 1960 when Dave was living
in Hayes, Middlesex. The camera tube had many spots on the picture
but sub-standard tubes were all that amateurs cauid obtain in those”
clays. it was bought from the BATE through Mike Barlow. This gear still
exists but sends smoke signals when fired up, savs Dave.
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Television Newsreel
BSkyB linked to rescue plan for Ally Pally
BSkyB, the satellite netwnrk, i s  believed to he involved in secret talks which could
lead to it being part of a take over deal her the debt—ridden Alexandra Palace, the
birthplace of BBC television, in north London.

Although BSltyB has denied it is directly involved in talks, it is understood that
Haringey council, trustee of the palace, wants to include the satellite network in any
final deal with one of three difl'erent consortia with which it is negotiating Any deal
would be worth several million pounds and is said to involve BSkyB building a
television studio.

The move would provide BSkyB with a prestigious broadcasting site and
generate enormous publicity for any firture development at the palace, which would
benefit Haringey.

The council is anxious to proceed with a money-spinning private
development to make the 13-year-old Ally Pally commercially viable, helping to clear
its JESS—million debt, the largest deficit facing any local authority in the country-
Haringey has shortlisted three developers and the Indepemfent understands that a
BSltyB initiative would complement whichever scheme is selected on 10 May.
However, any development needs parliamentary approval and, to reach that stage,
liability for the debt — at present spiralling at £16,000 a day —- must be settled- The
council, seeking to avoid the fill] debt, is under pressure from Sir Nicholas, the
Attorney General, to show it has managed the palace affairs prudently.

Haringey has run the building and Elli-acre park at hluswefl Hill through a
charitable trust since taking it over item the Greater London Council in 1930. The
BSkyB proposition was discussed at a meeting of the development steering committee
last Monday, according to a source close to the council leader Toby Harris, who
refused to confirm or deny the satellite network was involved: ”The council has
approached a large number of organisations ahead the possibility of their irwolvement
in the fiJture development of the Palace. Details are confidential,“ he said.

BSkyB said Chris Mackenzie, its general manager who would oversee such a
scheme, had not talked to Haringey. However, the source claimed the council has hold
meetings with BSkyB representatives. "They have been talking about a TV studio and
broadcasting museum. The attraction for Sky is Ally Patty’s a great site for outside
broadcasts. There is prestige attached to it — one in the eye for the BBC.

The three developers short-listed last month are due to submit detailed proposals by
the end of April. The Independent has seen preliminary proposals. Michael Moss,
managing director of Alexandra Development, said he wanted to give the palace back
to the public by working with the local community. “Our proposal includes an

exhibition hall, cinema, hotel and museum of broadcasting“ he said {our emphasis]-
This is not the first time Haringey has tried to extricate itself item the palace.

Schemes have included indoor real-snow std slopes but every plan has been blocked
because of the debt liability. _

Coraierrsedfiom on article in The halepenn'enr, 22nd March 1996 — thanks to litanyr
Cfaydenfor .sporrt'ng this one.
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Major new book an Baird available
Ray Herbert, doyen of Baird company researchers writes:

I am pleased to announce my new book, Seeing by Wireless, is now
ready. The main aim has been to produce a factual account of early
British television, free of journalistic embellishments and profilsely
illustrated with large, clear photographs With only a few exceptions
these original prints were loaned to me by former members of the
Company who had kept them for 55 years or more.

Two radio and television organisations have each placed bulk orders for
1,300 copies. They operate on a world-wide basis which means that
this publication will be distributed to Australia, New Zealand, USA,
Canada, Japan, Hong Kong, Denmark, Spain. Sweden, italy, France,
Germany and the Netherlands.

Copies may be obtained from me for £3, inland postage and packing
included. Cheques payable to R. M. Herbert, please. The address
for orders is 24, Norfolk Avenue, Sanderstead, South Croydon, CR2
SEN. [Telephone enquiries: {1131—651Ir 1125). Quantity discount for
museums and similar institutions ordering 10 copies or more.

We have seen a copy and it is superb, both in quality and in value for
money. As Ray says, it's lull of facts and no iollrlore, and all eras of
Baird’s television development are covered, right down to his final
triumph with ofiO—line colour television. A truly wonderful book and only
a fool would miss. Buy one now while you have the opportunity!

Pro-war HMV set price mystery
Small-screen sets from before the war are getting ever more collectable, it seems. An
Hl'vIV model gilt! (5” screen) was sold at Christie’s auction rooms in London on 4th
April for £2,500, beating it’s pre—auction estimate of £1,5tlfl-2,Ullfl (I sometimes think
the auctioneers put in these low estimates to tempt more biddersi}. The set was in by
no means perfect condition but looked restorable; it did, on the other hand, have its
original irutruction booklet, which made it more desirable.

Allegedly the same set was on sale at the May National 1Vintage Communications Fair,
this time with a price tag of £4,flflfl-plus. Given that knowledgeable collectors would
be aware that the set had only just sold for £2,5{lfl this new price looked optinristic —
and it was. At the end of the show, the set was sold for around £2,3flfl which is
probably just a little more than what it was worth {assuming it was electrically
complete}. The question is, who actually bought it (and where do these sets spring
from}?
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Start collecting now!
An article in The Guardian in January previews a new black and white
‘toy’ television camera aimed at children costing at around Elli-D. it is
being iaunched by Tyco Toys, the third largest toy manufacturer in t he
USA and uses a 'chip" camera developed in Edinburgh. Readers with
in-depth experience of the toy market may recall the Fisher-Price
kiddycam of a few years back, which recorded fuzzy pictures .or'rto

audiocossettes. These devices are already highly collectable so now
may be the time to snap up a Tyco Video‘Carn when it hits the market
ready for the Christmas 1996 season. ' '

Anniversary dates to note
August 1996, sixty years ago. An Arsenal v Everton contest was the first
football match to be televised.
December was, sixty years ago. First studio-based audience
participation television show. Entitled Harry Prrhgl'e’s EliaF Veterans, it
was a variety show. _ '

[Information published in lite Guardian and not
guaranteed by 405Afr'vell

BOOK,  (D AND TAPE
REVIEWS

SINCLAIR lsRCHEDLflGY: THE Cflilfl'LETE PHGTO GUIDE Tt}
COILECTABLE MODELS by Enrico Terteschi.
IPublislted by Her e Books, 54 Easthill Drive, Portslade, Brighton, Sussex,
BN4] :lFl} at £112! plus £2 postage to UK addresses.
Illustrated, 134 pages, spiral-bound A4 format paperback. . _

I suppose as a seasoned self-publisher I have a natural sympathy for other
self-pubfished books but that certainly does not cany any influence or favour when it
comes to reviewing this book. The blurb, ‘hvritten by a collector for collectors", sures
it up precisely. This is a collector’s book par excellence and a treasure trove for
anyone who is documenting a collection of Sinclair artefacts.
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Enrico has established himself as the leading collector of Sinclair products _—~
radios, TVs, calculators and computers — and memorabilia, whilst his exhibition stand
of Sinclair memorabilia is well known at exhibitions around the country. Earlier this
year he lured the great man himself to the display at Hove Library and presented a
copy of this book to Sir Clive, who remarked: “I would like to say how astonishing I
found your book. It is so remarkably complete and will be a great help to me.’1

The book contains both descriptive articles and also period advertisements and
press reviews reproduced; the Sinclair micro-TVs command six pages. All versions of
the production models are covered, also the picture monitor variant, although I would
liked to have seen more on the less successful experimental models which I am sure
were described, illustrated and even pro—launched back in the early lgofls. In the event
it took Sinclair 15 years to develop the micro—TV and bring it to market but that is not
to denigrate the effort in any way.

Considerable effort has clearly gone into the production of this book and its
‘home-made’ appearance {rather like this magazine, actually!) adds charm. Highly
recommended for enthusiasts. [A15]

,1 was a neuron wno hiflNSTERl'
éReeltirnc Pictures. 55 minutes. VHS colourlbrfirw. £113.99. Available at
filioelworth's stores and other video shops. '

A nice little video package this, aimed mainly at ‘Who' fans but also of interest to
aficionados of off—beat telly history. The basic premise of the tape revolves around the
reminiscences of those poor benighted souls who acted their anonymous hearts out
under tons ofBBC latex costuming or humped around the studio in wayward Dalek
SlIlIS.

Host Sylvester McCoy succinctly leads the viewer through the monstrous 60s
and ’lfls with the neat device of using a recreated busy television studio floor, (in this
case Riverside 2- once a BBC studio} where little enactments take place against period
sets with vintage ThT cameras, supplied and operated by our very own 405 Aliver
Dicky Hewett. These playlets in turn lead into the actors telling us how it was. It
seems'that most sufi'ered terribly fi'om restricted vision or the heat. Even today some of
these thespians have an overcooked look. However, one actor recalls how he took his
Silurian boots off and literally poured the sweat out. A stuntman, aptly named Stuart
Fell, recalled the time he had the dubious pleasure of, as a |Cybennan, being horribly
'killed' twenty times in one programme. The programme could only afford one
stuntman, so Mr Fell had to 'double' shot by shot as the entire Cyber horde! Another
revelation {disclosed exclusively on this tape) is how the Buick-encased actors whilst
on location, went secretly to the toilet! Chuckle, chuckle...

The tape‘s sound and colour picture quality are excellent but the black and white’
recreations are perhaps a touch too blurry, giving the effect of a lEfl-line picture
standard! For copyright and cost reasons no actual Who footage is used. However,
there are some exclusive 'stills' plus lots of props and monster costumes. This tape is
rattling good flu: and well worth eleven quid of any Dalek's money. [Charles Farley}
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GORGO
1) Video {1111691}. 19 minutes. 1ilHS coiour. £11.99.

An unusual film, this. It’s a sci-fiihorror picture of the early 1960's with low budget but
high pretensions and what’s more, it was filmed in colour, clearly with the North
American market in view. Although a British-made film, it is in the American-genre
and has a strong mid-Atlantic feel. The storyline is agreeably ludicrous: a prehistoric
sea serpent is captured ofi‘ the coast of Ireland and brought back to London for display
in chain at London’s Battersea fun fair. Surprise, surprise... the chains fail and (well,
you’ll have to see the film to learn what happens}.

What is endearing to those who can savour it are the colour street scenes in
London, with road vehicles and street furniture of Ell-plus years ago — and two brief
glimpses of an ‘Gutside Telecast’ vehicle equipped with an RCA TKBIA camera.
Dicky Hewett confirms this is an Associated-Rediffiision van and Les Rowerth filled in
the details that these cameras were used first in Studio 4 at Wembley, then in the
basement of Teievision House, Kingsway. Eventually they were sold out of service.
Anyway, this is an amusing film and worth buying if you like this kind of  nonsense. My
gut feeling is that they will have duped only one run of this title and once it has sold
out, you’li never see it again. [AE}

1li'Il'tvlTAGliI THEMES
Premier (E310 CD 1243 334996 2 5, £9.99.

If there’s such a thing as a ‘must-have’ CD, then this is it. Thirty cracking tracks for
£9.99 is a bargain in anybody’s money, especially when you get crystal-clear renditions
of your favourite old radio, TV and newsreel music -— and all original versions as well,
in some cases never previously made available to the public at large. _

The selection on this CD has been made by David Ades, secretary of the
Robert Famon Society, and he is extremely welt equipped for this task. The sleeve
(well, booklet) notes are detailed, informative and hard to fault. My only comment i s
that whiist the Girls in Grey theme is the one that everyone associates with the BBC
Television Newsreel programme, it was not used with - all of them; the first few
Newsreels were introduced by a difl'erent piece of music (which I have on tape but
without titleicomposer details}. Also, I have been told that the Music From the Movies
march — included on this CD —- was used by Baird Television as an opening theme.

The other television-related tracks on this CD are Television Moi-ch, Picrnre
Parade, Television Newsreel (Girls in Grey), What '3 Adj; Line ?, lire Grove Family
Emergency Word 1' 0 closing theme. JEN Won Stop), Blue Peter, Animal Magic and
This Is Your life. But the enjoyment doesn’t stop here; also included are'ten library
music pieces regularly used in newsreels. both fihn and television, and thanks to this
CD, at last I can identify the opening music from the BBC programme How Teierisiorr
Crone to the Afirflorw — it’s called London Pioyironse.

Listening to this kind of production music and matching it to BBC television
programmes and early [Thl commercials can easily become an addictive and totally
absorbing pleasure. Untii just a few years ago recordings of this music were totally
inaccessible; partly because they were to be found only. on long—deleted ids and also
because they had never been acid to the public. The CD revoiution and a revival of
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interest in vintage themes and production music has allowed these delightfisl tunes to-
reach a wider audience but apart flour a few ‘taster’ CD5 such as this new Peerage
Themes album, all the other pressings are still available only to industry users.

Unless, that is  you join the Robert Famon Society, who have negotiated a
special arrangement to built—buy these CDs exclusively for their members. It is thanks
entirely to the Robert Famon Society that people are now allowed to buy copies of
the complete range of library and production music CDs and if you feel like taking
advantage, you'll find the society’s address on the inside rear cover of this magazine.
[9115}

TRADE SECRETS
Ever wondered how scrip t- writers used to torn out
episode after episode of your favourite entertainment
programme? They followed roles!
The following are notes taken by a student many years ago in a class taught
by Mr. Fran Striker. writer for the Lone Ranger radio program. The
comments that were noted apply equally well to current Til series drama
writing by simply substituting any show's title:

This is how to write a show and never run out of plots. There are eight
basic elements:

. Establish a character other than the star.

. Give the character a problem he can't solve without help.

. Explain why he can't solve the problem and involve a villain.
The star learns about the situation.
The antagonist learns that the hero will interfere.
The antagonist plots to kill or stop the star.

. The star outwits or outfights the antagonist and survives.

. The star solves the situation to the satisfaction of most.

es
te

em
- i

55
%

]

Each show does not have to be done in  that exact order. Take number
1...Establish a character.. .Under that. list:

a. Old man.
1}. Young men.
c. Did woman.
d. Young woman, etc.

Take number 2...Give a problem that cannot be solved by this character:

a. He's going to lose his ranch.
h. He's going to lose his gold mine.
c. She can‘t find her son or daughter.
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d. She can't marry someone, etc.

Take number 3...Explain why the problem cannot be solved alone:

a. He can't find witnesses to his deed.
b. The people in town think he‘s crazy.
c .  She‘s ill.
d. Her father is acoward, etc.

You do the same for each number point following. Taking them in all their
possible combinations and you have 3 to the 10th power of possible plots. It
can go on forever.

“You take your good character, give him something to show why people like
him or her. He loves a dog; she is beautiful and kind; he is handicapped ._
human interest material. The villain or antagonist should 'be given
characteristics that show why he or she is the villain. He kicks dogs and the
handicapped. There is little time to show why someone is bad or someone
is good, but characteristics of goodness or hadness tell us they are good or
bad. So, you open with 'Scar' beating his [a] horse, {b} mistress, [c] dog, [d]
mother, etc.

The same technique works for comedy as for drama. Try it!

“flflflfln  “HRH—HflnH-u  - ”fl "  flflflflflflflflflflflfl

*mBESflI' flan- in  11. Human, J JL ,  I ' h J J .  {-
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HAY DAY
Bab Nether-way

The reason for my choice of titie wilt become apparent in a iittie while. i
was born in 1943, and vou are saving, "Oh no! Not another life storv."
Well, the answer to that is yes and no.

You see mv love affair with 4E15—line teievision cameabout mostiv
because i am partialiv sighted, and couid never realiv take part in
active games, sport and so on. Recollections of teievision go back to.
about 1956 when my tather (who is still active at the age of EU} took me
to a neighbour's house in our village, which is just outside Exeter. These
people alwavs had the best and the first in Whitestone. So enter the
first television set in mv iife. i was trulv amazed, as an eight vear—old,
and wondered where the light was coming from. Was it coming along
that wire that was joined to the wall? Or was it coming from the edge
oi the tube mask? i never found out, did I, because Dad came back into
the room, and I was dragged oli back home protesting about being
taken from this magic world I had discovered.

The next encounter was a short time later when Mum had taken
me into Currvs in Exeter to see more tellies. These were down in the
basement of the shop, and by that time I was taking notice of the
shapes of the  cabinets etc. Thev were the  large consoles oi the day, the
screens appeared huge to me, but were probablv onlv H? or 14-inch
iobbies. The pictures on  them seemed as bright as anyr todav.

Auntie E. was next on the list. Ev now it was 195? and the era of
the Philips with 'the knobs‘ on the side had arrived. Auntie and Uncle
had a 1?" table model, and i learned later on that their pictures come
from 1W‘envoe since they were not able to get a decent picture from
North Hessarv Tor, on Dartmoor. This was vintage 33C. The clock with
the wavv lines either side and the tuning card just beiore programmes
started at about 4.45pm. Later, I was to discover Test Card C when mv
cousin Jane got the television warmed up and tuned in for me ready
for the evening’s viewing.

Time moved on and then it was our turn at the Farm to have a
television. One of our neighbours turned out to be a rep ior Rentaset.
Mr Copp lived in the cottage down by the brook — this sounds rather
like the Mister Men, does it" not? True. Anyway, Dad and Mr Copp got
taiking, and sure enough, we ended up having a Sobeil T 191'1?—inch
table model. The set arrived on 20th August 1959. What a clay:r that was
for rne, I could not believe my luck, and what was more, I was told that
to get colour you just painted the roof in bright coloursi _

When you are an 11 year old living on a form, you are expected
to join in with the farm work. i did this some of the time. it was a
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wonderful life on occasions, but my mind was not on farming. Poor
Dad, he had the notion that because he loved farming, and  his father
loved being a master butcher, I should love farming. I preferred Test
Card C thank you, and all that lovely music that came with it after the
callsign that went '3 B C! I would sit there whenever it was raining, o r
even a bit dull, and watch for when they switched from one card to
another. The first t ime that happened, i thought I had broken the set. I n
fact the trouble was caused by a slight difference in the contrast levels
in the card itself. Do you remember the stereo sound tests using the
Third Programme for the left-hand channel?

We lived very high up, and so the pictures on channel 2 should
have been wonderful. BBC pictures from North Hessary Tor were poor,
even later when we got a modern dual standard set. We suffered from
a lot of co-channel interference — you remember, those soft diagonal
lines that would float over the BBC picture. In the summer this reception
would get even more intense until Spanish could be heard in the
background. The problem stayed with us until UHF arrived, but that i s
a different story.

Westward Television began transmissions from Stockland Hill on
Elith April 1961 on channel 9, also on channel 12 from Caradon Hill. The
picture we got from Honiton was for better than that from Dartmoor.
And yes, the ITA used Test Card C with a bit chopped out from under
the circle for the station ident. Their music was similar to the BBC's but
they did include tracks from The Shadows’ Greatest Hilts, one of which
was Peace Pipes. One day the stylus on the record got stuck in a
groove and l was astounded when I came back some time later,
{probably an  hour or two) to hear the same section of track playing!

The local press had an ad for on lip. open day at Stockland
Hill; Mum and Dad took me there. I was in Hog Heaven! First of a l l
there were large Pye monitors with their coarse line structure. it was a
Saturday, and so we had World of Sport to watch. We followed the
arrows that had been stuck on the walls, these led to the control room
at one end of the half.

A senior-looking engineer showed me around all the various
parts of the aiorementioned, and was very impressed when i asked if i
could see the flying spot scanner that played out Test Card C. He not
only took the cover off the  slide carousel, he  removed the slides one by
one so that l could get a better look. Amongst them was 'Sorry for the
loss of sound' and the Stockland Hill tuning signal. At the tar end of the
transmitter hall was a sort of grotto with a team of announcers tram
Westward on hand to answer questions in the company of the one and
only Gus Honeybun, whom some of you may have heard about. There
was also a working camera on a dolly which i was allowed to operate;
1 do not know what manufacture it was.
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At the time all of these things were going an, aged about 12 or
15, I had bought my first television. 11 was a Pye W4. l had acquired it
at auction for the princely sum of 2s 6d. You see, nobody else there
had seen it working. But we lived next door to the old rectory where
the sale took place. Mr and Mrs Head were antique dealers and their
home was always full of interesting artefacts, one being -a harp. The
little Pye with its lilac-coloured screen went like a bomb, and when the
auction took place I was so pleased to see the little set there. The only
real problem I had with it was that now and then, the picture would
disappear clue i suppose t o  arc-over. It also had a big appetite for
EFBDs. i remember seeing the newsilash about the assassination of
John F. Kennedy on this set.

Colour, though still sit-r. years away, was still very much in my
mind. One day while watching Test Card C, the BBC put on a slide
showing a lady wearing a large hat with pictures all around the brim.
Not only was the picture clearer [unusual in itself} but there was a
regular pattern oi dots on the screen. "Could this be colour?", i thought
in my inquisitive young mind. So not taking any chances with the
reception on the Pye, i went and  looked at channel 2 on the Sobell. It
was the same. Many years later an entry in the BBC handbook
confirmed that there had been some colour tests during trade
transmissions to try out the effects of phase distortion on the SB
network. i had witnessed 4DS-line colour, in NTSC.

Our local programmes at the time came from Bristol as the BBC
had not yet got a local studio in Plymouth. The programme was called
View and was presented by John Norman. Later. we got our own show
lrom Plymouth with Hugh Scully, Peter Crampton, Sheila Tracy and Joe
Pengeliy; it was called South-West at Srlv but was soon renamed
Spotlr'ghtand has remained the some ever since.

Westward Television had produced their local magazine right
from day one; it was entitled Westward Diary: I wonder how many
people remember the opening music. I do not know what it was called,
but it was the same as that used by Anglia. Presented by Reggie
Bosanquet for a while, the Diary soon got its own anchor man called
John Pett. The early continuity announcers were Guy Cory, Michael
Piper, Sheila Kennedy and Roger Show. Later Del Cooper and Stuart
Hutchinson joined.

I was nearing the age when I would be leaving school. Our
school was a voluntary school for the handicapped {mostly partially
sighted pupils}. The buildings were grim Victorian red brick, built at St
David's Hill, Eireter. Most of what we watched were schools
programmes on a 21-inch Reditfusion console. The Rediilusion service
in Exeter carried BBC programmes, also TWW {or Southern when
conditions did not favour TWW).
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it was on that set that we learned of the Cuba crisis. Mr Neal
warned us what the consequences would be if Russia did not quit
Cuba. it was at this time that Mr Neal told me all about videotape, and
how you edited it. The other kids in the class could not understand how
you could edit the tape it you could not see through it! He also told me
how he had been to the USA on the Queen Mary, and that he had
seen color television in America, likening it t o  'a rainy day.‘

Now aged 14 or so, I was more-adventurous with my Pye—VT4
and decided t o  dismantle It. I took it out ol the cabinet whole, and tired
it up on the bedroom floor. Mum came in and screamed in horror.
Now Mother had been a rodiographer before she had married Dad
and therefore had a very good idea of what televisions were all about.
She went away saying her prayers, I have no doubt. The only th ing  I
learned from that experiment was that the set needed to be screened
since ali l was able to resolve was that funny whirring noise from outer
space that is rather like a piston-engined plane that comes and goes!
Looking inside the empty cabinet, I noticed that it was lined wi th
aluminium foil.

One of my hobbies even today is Til-BX. Welt sort of. It a l l
started when the  BBC used to switch off North Hessary Tar a t  lunchtime,
and in the evenings on Sundays. instead of BBC programmes, there
would be two tall narrow pictures side by side, rolling and looking very
strange indeed. Do you remember seeing the ORTF atorn logo, and
news footage of Algeria this way? it was not tili alter Telstar that i
realised that what I had been watching was 819 iines from across the
Channel. i did not do much more with UK until UHF sets were availabie
in Devon in about 196?.

The 1964 Radio Show at Earls Court was another highlight. i t
embraced more than iust domestic television receivers. There was a
demonstration by the Army of iaser light as a carrier of sound, a live
display showing how telecine worked, and  so on. But there were a lso
signs that 405 was no longer alone as BBC 2 had just begun in the Apri l
of that year. Their stand was tucked away in a quiet corner, and there
was a demonstration of different types of UHF reception there. One set
showed the problems cause by nearby moving objects, i.e. passing
cars etc., the other set showing a good clear 'modified Test Card C’.
The odd thing to me was that i could see slight hints of colour on the
screen, and so i concluded that i had just seen my first coioured black
and white T‘v' picture. I wanted to hang on to see if the Beeb wouid put
up a colour slide, but Dad‘s willpower was stronger than mine.

By this time, 15364, the Sobell was showing its age, having got
through countless frame output valves and  cathode bieed resistors.
Rentaset came one day and took it away in exchange for a Baird 600
series dual-standard set. The 405 picture was for better than the old set
could muster but iile after the Sobeil was never the same again.
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Soon there would be confirmation from the BBC that the system
for colour television in the UK had been designated as PAL. A cheer
went up from all my fellow students at college; we were to be spared
Never Twice the Same Color, but l was —- and still am — fascinated by
those 435—line experiments with the American system.

The first real colour set that i saw was in Rackhams in
Birmingham in March 196?. Just my luck, they were showing the
Modified Test Card C, and i had just missed the new one 'with all
colours in the middle: So said a little Brummy chap standing next to
me. The set was a giant Zenith job-with built in. tape—recorder and
gramophone. The screen was very rounded at the sides, but flat at top‘
and bottom. I accidentally touched the channel-up knob and the thing
started to clonlc, chonk, chonk it's way up the dial to a blank channel
and that was that. Did i say ACCIDENTALLY?

July 196? and all those games of tennis. I had left the college but
went to Birmingham for the weekend just to see what it was really all
about. I must say here and now, i was spellbound, just as I had been
eleven years before in the village. I sat in the Vista'v'ision shop next to
that 25in Baird T28 for at least 2 hours, daring not to move lest someone
would nick the chair! Colour was even better than I had dared hope.
The journalists at Pracrrtai Television were right in their description of
what colour would be like when it came to the UK. Only eleven years,
eh; it had seemed like 11,300.

In 19ml managed to convince the Disabled Resettlement Officer
that i would rather work in an electronics environment than in a smelly
noisy engineering. factory. Accordingly I was sent to work at RBM in
Plymouth. The production there was rnostly dual-standard
monochrome, but they were just building up colour production. My
qualifications were sufficient for me to take on a technical post, but as
had been pointed out to me, my eyesight was just not enough for me to
see fine detail, on essential requirement for that type of work. i battled
on, determined that i should have a career in television and enjoying
my favourite environment. We had a pattern room down there since at
the time Caradon Hill had not started colour transmissions. The signals
were all generated in the factory, we even had telecine with which to
transmit short test lilrns. While I was there I spent a term at what is now
Plymouth University. Sadly, my sight was just not good enough to
continue. l lelt there feeling extremely bitter.

A while later, in about 1936, REM staged a small exhibition in
Plymouth Guildhall of some at its more unusual products. Amongst
these was one of the six Murphy dflfi—Iine colour sets built tor the'GPO
and BBC to test reception in the late lifties. It was truly gi-norrnous.
Sadly though, someone had nicked all the valves out of their cup—sized
holders, so nobody could tell me what they had been. The set had
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surprisingly few knobs to twiddle for a colour set.- Perhaps it had been
RGB only.

Time moves on and i now found myself in another smelly and
noisy engineering factory, this one was in Bridgwater. The work there
was boring, dirty and unimaginotive. The compensation was that they
paid us well. I was able t o  build up a decent Hi—Fi system and rent my
own colour television, which i was able to watch when l was at home
for the weekends with my parents. That first Friday evening, I ran up the
garden path and into the house to be greeted by the bright 25-inch
RCA delta-gun tube showing the dying minutes at Tomorrows World
That set performed very well for an early PAL television; it did have
some faults with the system switch, though, which would sometimes jam
on 405. We got quite fed up with having to call Radio Rentals out, but
after a l l  it was new technology, was it not? BBC South-West were still
transmitting Spotlight in monochrome except for the occasional item in
colour that was produced for them by the Bristol news roorn {usually
items that occurred in the overlap between Mendip's and Stockland
Hill’s service areas). That happened up until iust‘ after the three~day
week, then Plymouth studios were colourised and  we said goodbye t o
405 and black and white almost for good.

The lost time I recall ever seeing a dfls-llne transmission was a t
my sister’s house in Bude, the year must have been around 19??!80.
Although theirs was an old rented dual-standard set, it produced a
clearer picture from the converted 625 line original than our set had
done from an all-405 line signal (says a lot for the new studio
equipment}. Westward were now near the end of their franchise, and I
still miss them. They were all colour by that time and  were replaced by
TSW soon after. Gus Honeybun survived, however!

At Ashburton in 193:5] bought a couple of 405ers from an auction
with the intention of getting them going. They work partially, the gain
on both is rather low, and it may be a case of low gain lF strip. i do  find
servicing and  repairing a difficult task, not being ab le  to see very well,
so I am still hoping that I can get the assistance of some kind soul who
could help me maize em go again, or failing that, buy a restored set a t
a rally.

As well as looking back, I do try and look forward to the
wonderful tethnology that is lust around the corner. For instance, not
many years ago who would have thought that we would be ab ie  to
buy our own standards converters? Pity today‘s programmes leave so
much to be desired.

In conclusion, I am now looking forward to a bright future for my
455 liners. i shall be back in another 46 years with part two, hopefully!

THE END, or is it?
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LONDON TO BRIGHTON IN FOUR
MINUTES
Andrew Emmerson

When I was young, without doubt my favourite programme on television
was London To Brighton In Four Minutes. Even though its transmission was
never scheduled in the Radio Times, it became a firm favourite with me and
countless other viewers, even though its appearance could mean some other
programme had been sacrificed. Of course, if you are under a certain age, ._
this will mean very little to you, even though the four minute dash to
Brighton was once one of the best-known programmes, so here’s a word of
explanation.

Television was not quite an exact science back in the 1950s. Studio
equipment was not as reliable or as plentiful as it is today and occasionally
[it seemed frequentlyi}, the BBC suffered breakdowns when the normal
studio production could not continue until the technicians had mended
something. Since nearly all programmes went out live, timekeeping relied
entirely on the prograrmnes' producers and sometimes a programme would
finish a few minutes early [or late]. Since the programme following was
due to start at a fixed time, this could leave an unscheduled gap. To cover
both eventualities, the BBC hit on the idea of short filler programmes which
would be sufficiently interesting to hold viewers' attention across the break
mriod. --

Made on film
The programmes were made on film, allowing the telecine machine to take
over from the faulty studio cameras. hiost of these filmlets were classed as
interludes — peaceful pictorial scenes with a musical background and
indeterminate length, allowing the programme controller to fade out of the
film at any stage when it was possible to rejoin the regular programme. But
there were also films of fixed length, such as the interference Suppresser
film [we hope to have an article on this soon from Tony Clayden] and
London To Brighton In Four Minutes.

The latter was a classic trick film and probably the first to be shown on BBC
television. It certam set‘ the pace for a whole genre of subsequent trick
films although it was not the very first of its kind; one of the pre-war cinema
newsreels made a novelty film of a high-speed journey around London by
taxi.

Made in 1952, the London-Brighton film depicts a journey from Victoria
station in London by train to the seaside resort of Brighton and by means of
trick photography, the whole journey is speeded up and takes just four
minutes {as shots of the station clocks at each end of the journey ‘prove’]. fl
simple contrivance to us sophisticates of today who are used to all manner
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of special effects on screen but this was a huge novelty to the viewers of the
mid-fifties.

Watch closely
The journey is aboard the Brighten Belle Pullman train check! and starts off
in the normal way with establishing shots of Victoria station. But when we
enter the cab and move away out of the station, it is rapidly clear that we
shall he travelling at a higher speed than is normal forthe Brighton line.
Individual stations are recognisable {at least to seasoned travellers along the
route] and the descent into the tunnels along the line are particularly
spectacular, as is the sudden deceleration as the train approaches the buffer
stops at Brighton. From start to finish the whole film is competently taken
and the only ‘error’ occurs for just an instant, as passengers step out at
breakneck speed onto the platform at Brighton. check

The film is credited ‘BBC Film Unit’ and it’s worth noting that in those days
the film section of the BBC led what was very much a life of its own. They
may have been part of a television service but they were nearly all from a
film industry background and produced their newsreels and other
film-based programmes in a very cinematic way. No problem, though..- I
don’t think anyone had any complaints about this film unless it was that it
was not shown frequently enough, for this is a film which certainly does
bear watching a second time [and a third and a fourth...]. -

Clever tricks
How was i t  made, though? According to John Huntley's book Railways on
the Screen, by the simple expedient of reducing the camera speed to 2
frames per second instead of the normal raps. This 1112 reduction means
that 59mph becomes Fzflmph [or even faster on television because films are
shown on television at 25fps, not the cinema speed of Eafps}.

Bernard King adds: I bought both the 8mm and the 16mm
versions of the shortened version marketed hy — I think --1Walton Films [they did printed films for home use}. The
cameraman was, as I remember, Don Smith who hand-cranked
all the way to Brighton. Probably a Newman—Sinclair camera;
perhaps even the same one that David Presser brought to our
home to film my model buses in May 195 2.

n5 hinted above, London to Brighton spawned a complete string of
high-speed train journey epics, something that the original producer could

. never have imagined. The BBC film was made for television of course and
thus not available to cinema audiences, but there was a constant demand to
see it again from the public. Accordingly Mountain Films, well-known in
the 1950s and 1958's for producing ‘paclcage movies' for the brigade of home
cine enthusiasts, remade the film — in colour — as London to Brighton at  90!?
Miss on Hour. This is a workmanlike if not exactly brilliant production but
the use of colour helps fix in the memory the variety of red, green and
broumfcream coaching stock to be found on the Southern Region of British
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Railways at the time. It 'also set the pace for colour and all high—speed
journey films were made in colour from now on. '

Thick and fast _ _
In the early 1960s British Transport Films [BTF, the fihn unit of the
men-nationalised rail and road industries} dusted off the formula with a
film called Let’s Go To Birmingham [1%2}. This publicised the new Blue
Pullman diesel train service between Paddington station in London and
Snow Hill in Birmingham and manages to complete the lflfl-plus mile
journey in five minutes and at a speed of about Qfiflmph, even though
passengers aboard the train seem completely oblivious and the steward
manages to pour out hot coffee with no difficulty at all. This became a firm
favourite, not least on account of its spirited use of classical music [Iohann'
Strauss’s Perpetnum Mobile] and the humour of an enforced signal stop just
before the end of the journey [I can confirm every train into Birmingham
was always held beret}. -

Boring the 1930s the journey from London to Brighton was filmed again, as
I recall for the programme Blue Peter. 1When it  was shown on television it
was intercut with segments of the original film {welL people have to 'add
value’, don’t they—1'], whichi found distracting to say the least.

BTF revisited the subject in 1932 with hiterCity 1250, celebrating the
success of the Inter—City 125 train with a journey from London [Kings Cross]
to Peterborough at in excess of 125{} mph. Finally, to celebrate the opening
of the Channel Tunnel and the new Eurostar trains, a film has been
produced depicting a journey from London to Paris in just ten minutes. I bet
the BBC cameraman had no idea what he was starting back in 1952!

1Widen notes:
The original BBC film has not, to our knowledge, been released on
sell-through video cassette but is repeated from time totime, with the result
that many people have recorded it off-air. The Mountain Films re-Inake was
released on video a few years ago and although deleted, can be found in the
shops which specialise in surplus stock {Steam Remembered, 1Volume 1,
Alpha ”Video, no order number]. The BBC’s own colour version has not been
released on video to my knowledge.

Interflity 125i} is on a British Rail Education Service tape sold for use in
schools and entitled Discovering Railways Old and New, whilst Eurasian
London to Paris in Ten Minutes is issued by NT‘LJr Entertainment as
NTVDDEF. -
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An interior shot of the BBC’s Midlands television transmitting station at
Sutton Coldfield. taken proban in the 19605. The control desk looks
unchanged from its installation. although prominent (iust to the left of
the operator) is the Post Office WB receiver (‘tick—tick machine‘). This is
a loudspeaking receiver linked to the Fylingdales early warning station in
Yorkshire; normally a regular ticking sound would be heard {to indicate
the receiver was working) but in the event of nuciear war the message
would be different Thankfully (once secret) things like this are now iust
a memory.
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Over on the right are two Pye HBO precision picture monitors,
once standard equipment in the broadcast industry for picture-quality
checking whilst at the back of the room. slightly left. is the Slide Scanner
built to a BBC design and installed in I956. This contained slides showing
Test Card C and various apology messages to be radiated in the case of a
breakdown. This substantial piece of equipment has been saved for
preservation.

BBC pubiicity photograph TIPUB? 434, contributed by Phil Morrison

RADIO SPARES
AND

CONNECTIONS
i937

SAFETT DEVHZES.
AND ACCESSORIES

Cambridge III-serial Road. Enfi-Idd, Hit-Ida.

Front cover of a Belling-Lee catalogue leaflet from 193?. The
famous Beiiing—Lee coaxial connector is not included so
presuman this came out a year or two later.
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A History of ITC
(Text courtesy of the satellite channel Bravo}

Bravo signed its largest deai to date in April of this vear when it
acquired over EDD hours at ETC programming. Some oi Britain's beSt
loved television, inciuding Sapphire and Steet. The Seth; the Prisoner
and Department 8, wiil be shown on Btavo over the next five years.

When they come to write the history at television in the UK, o special
ptace is assured for ITC {incorporoted Television Compantf}. the
entertainment group founded by Lord Grade.

Iiust a glance through the back-catalogue of 10,300 hours of televisiOH
programming and tilms generated bv fit: is enough to realise the
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historic importance of the company and why it is regarded with such
respect in the television industry 40 years on.

Vintage shows like the thought-provoking drama The Prisoner; classic
adventure series like The Persuaders, marvellous innovatory television
techniques in shows like Thunderbfrds and The Muppet Show; styiishiy
commercial action drama like The Sarht, magicaily mysterious sci-fi like
Sapphire and Steer: and the audacious scale and quality of Jesus of
Nazareth. The cataiogue is bursting with classic British screen
entertainment.

To a generation of television viewers in the Sixties and Seventies, the
three letters ITC meant Entertainment with a capital E.

Set up by Lord Grade - then known to everyone simply as Lew — in
1554, lTC's early successes inciuded The Adventures at Robin Hood: The
Buccaneers and Sword of Freedom, and as lTC flourished in the Sixties
and Seventies, Lord Grade rightly won himself a reputation as Britain‘s
greatest show business mogul.

He sold the Americans action series such as The Saint and The
Persuaders and won the Queen's Award for export in the process. Lord
Grade thought big, signed big stars, and produced shows on a grand
and expensive scale and frequentiy filmed in exotic locations;

The Saints which starred Roger Moore as dashing adventurer Simon
Templar, contained, for example, episodes set oil over the world — in
Canada, The Bahamas, Spain, Rome, Geneva, New York and London.
in one series alone, the leading iadies included Julie Christie,
Samantha Eggar, Barbara Murray, Jackie Collins and Dawn Addams.
The Saint comprised 114 episodes over six years and achieved a
staggering audience of 400 million viewers in 106 countries.

Another huge success was The Persuaders, a 19T1 series starring Roger
Moore as an  English piayboy peer who teams up with Tony Curtis as a
wealthy New York rough diamond to fight corruption all over the world.
the Persuaa'ersr story-line had the duo meeting and getting into a fight
after which a retired judge blackmailed them into becoming
crimefighters.

The formula was again one of glamorous international settings, fast
cars and fast women played by an array of screen beauties including
Joan Collins, Jennie Linden, Susan George and Catherine Scheil. At
£1 [10,000 an episode, the budget for the series ran to £25 million
making it the most expensive British TV series up to that point.
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The golden era enjoyed by ITC continued with series like Sapphrre and
Steet‘. which teamed Joanna Lumiey and David McCalium as two
superhuman agents assigned to safeguard the structure of Time. and
Department 3 which starred Peter Wyngarde as a thriiler writer
attempting to solve baffling international crimes.

The impact of iTC in television has continued to be felt throughout the
world. The demand for its classic programming remains unquenched
which speaks volumes for the quality and enduring appeal of the
product. in its heyday, the very label ITC on a television programme or
film was a guarantee of ratings success, huge audiences, broad
appeal and sheer entertainment. Such a guarantee was a rare
commodity at a time when television as a medium was stiil relativeiy
new. it was also a welcome one when choice was restricted in Britain
to just three channels.

Lord Grade had the magic touch. As T'v' hit foliowed T'v' hit, his standing
in global terms as a W force to be reckoned with grew to iegendary
proportions. When chasing Tony Curtis's signature to star with Roger
Moore in the Persuaders, he  travelled to America to use some of his
own infectious brand of personal persuasion on the Hollywood star.

"Do i coil you Sir Lewis or Sir Louie?“ asked Curtis when they met. “Coil
me anything you like as long as you do the series," was i_ord Grade‘s
reply. "OK, poi, you're on!" said Curtis. Lord Grade's remarkable
enthusiasm was also complemented at RT: by a determination to see
through projects which the company had absolute faith in —- even if
others did not.

The major American networks ali turned down Muppet master Jim
Henson's ideas for a fully fledged Muppet show to be developed from
the educational programme Sesame Street. But Lord Grade gave
Henson the opportunity, the backing and the creative freedom to come
to Elstree studios and make his shows there. As history has proved, the
gamble was an outstanding success.

There were cynics too who said that Patrick McGoohan’s series the
Prisoner would be too baffling for TV. that the public would find  it hard
to identify with an unidentified agent of an  unidentified government
heid against his wiil by unidentified forces. instead. the Prr'sonerturned
out to be compelling viewing and a series widely regarded as a
classic. -
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Thanks to a deal done at Cannes eariier this year between lTC, their
owner PolyGram and the cabie and satellite channel Bravo, the cream
of ITC's remarkable output is now being enjoyed al l  over again on
Bravo.

All lTC‘s hallmarks are there on the screen as  indelible as ever —
originality, quality production, innovation, style, glamour, action, top
stars, and the unswerving aim to intrigue, to move, to excite, and  to
entertain the viewer.

The huge audiences of the Sixties and Seventies knew they were
watching something special from ITC. The continuing popularity of the
shows is confirmation of that, if it ever were needed, and a whole new
generation has proof positive with classic
re—screenings on the  Bravo channel.

VCRMINUS
Ray Trumbull

The major hit in retail stores right now is a device which permits a VCR
to recognise and skip commercials while recording. Many different
techniques have been tried for doing this but this one realiy works. It is
based upon an advanced speech recognition chip that is programmed
to detect advertising jargon. That's right, the whole scheme revoives
around the fact that words and phrases used in commercials never
occur in conversational English. Thus commercials can be removed as if
by surgery. —

We programmed a VCRMINUS to record a soap opera one afternoon
and at the some time recorded it on a regular VCR for comparison.
While the list of detectable words and phrases'Is proprietary, we were
able to confirm that it's sensitive to the following.

warm and chewy: white sale: baked on grease; big news: softest: feel
for yourself: adds volume; feel better; tryr new; great prices: looks '
faded: fashion statement; more for your money; freshest ingredients:
home-made goodness; maxi: only one you need: moisturiser: i need
both; looking good; spreadable; stooi softener; hair color;
conditioner: recommend most: deserve the best: big savings; rated PG
13; onlyr nature could; maximum strength; want the best: vitamin
formula: lemon scented; clinically proven: you look constipated;

_ doctors know best: age defying system; 1-900; heat damage;
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non-prescription: valuable coupons: regular detergent: morning
breath; advanced formula; all new.

By the end of the program the VCRMINUS missed only 2 out of 26
commercials, promos, and IDs.

There are optional plug in modules available for news teasers, sports
events interviews, political advertising, and pledge breaks.

i’es, perhaps thls should really ha we appeared in the Aprll issue as well
but why should we save all the fun lot April? lh case you‘re wandertng,
l 4’00 numbers in the USA are premlwn rate telephone numbers, rather
like 039l over here.

And now we turn off the humour for a moment...

In the depths of winter it cart be tun to sit close to a roaring fire
and curl up with a horror story. Great fun when you know it's just
a silly story. 1Well, it's not the depths of winter now (thank
goodnessl). On the other hand, this is sadly not a work of fiction
but a true—life stoty that I found on the Internet. Only a few names
have been edited out, just to avoid any legal problems or causing
distress. l insow it’s nothing to do with our hobby {firectly but the
underlying message concerns all collectors, as will become all
too obvious. Stick with this cuticle, it really is a word to the wise as
well as

A ”GREG? 5 701W
_ to: buotmdturs®theporchcom

Greetings, Troops. -

I'm pissed-oft. This message is gonna be a long one. I'm sorry gang. but he gotta get
this one out of my system

For several weeks now there have been numerous postings about the W estate
fiasco here in Wisconsin. Wail, we're finally at the last chapter.

I never worked ’v'ern, though for the past [2 years i've lived within a few miles of his
antenna site. I don‘t belong to the local radio clubs, so i never met him at meetings.
Likewise, I can't remember ever having met him at the local hamfests. Despite all
flat, [feet that l know this man very we||.'in many ways he's my brother.
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To fill in newcomers to the list. here's a short recap of the story.

1|Ii'ern. [amateur radio callsign] W. is today a victim of Althein'ier's. and in a
professional care facility. His fami (wife and children] sold his home to real estate
developers. who intend to bulldoae it to build a condo on the lakefront lot. We've
got far too many of those scumrny developers in this town. '

Vern's relatives have no interest in radio. and they set about to dispose of his very
extensive collection.

Their first contact was one of the local ham clubs. it appears that a few of the
troops came out and scooped up all of the modern gear. the morse key collection.
and whatever else they wanted. and left the fami holding the bag on 95 per cent of
the gear. Wanna bet that most of what they got will show up at the next Madison
Hamfesti

Next they contacted one of Vern‘s ‘friends‘ to try to sell what’s left. I won't go into
detail as to what transpired there; I've no desire to light a slander or defamation of
character lawsuit. Suffice it to say that the whole job was very poorly done.

Large quantities of hard to find BA rigs went into a dumpster; in fact. the dumpster
was so full that it was impossible to recover 9i] per cent of its contents. What little
that WAS salvageable was astonishing. '

In the end. Vern's family gave up on trying to sell his gear. there was just too much
of it. They had to iust walk away. and what's left will go to the land fill: the bulldozers
roll this week.

Clearly. Vern was a Ham's Ham. Because of 1the greed. stupidity. and shoddy ethics of
his fellow amateurs. much of the gear that he loved is gone forever.

Terry. WE?” managed to get access to the place before the wredting began. He
and i spent a lot of the past weekend in the old house. It was depressing.

i could make out three individual hamshacks in the house. two of which were
Teletype positions. just seeing the place in this condition was enough to make you
cry.

Folks who went through before us ransacked the place thoroughly: the RTf'Y shack
on the sun porch was six inches deep in scattered books and papers.

Not everything was ransacked-though; there was inst too much of it. and even a
vandal eventually gets too tired to continue his destruction.

Tucked away in an overlooked desk drawer i found a gem: a WW1 vintage aircraft
magnetic compass {an old Army Air Corps B-IS ‘whisltey glass'}. Thrilled at the find,
1 suddenly noticed two more aircraft instruments where the ‘d been tossed on the
floor; a manifold pressure gauge. and a fuel pressure gauge. They'd obviously been
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paperweights. but scattered among the floor litter was a lot of aviation-related
literature.

Vern loved flying. I quickly wondered where at home my old logbook and-leppson
computer were tucked away? I picked up the other two instruments and put 'em in
an empty cardboard carton; they'd go well with the altimeter and radio compass
indicator I keep on my desk as paperweights.

Bookshelves were stuffed with an amazing assortment of stuff that hadn‘t been
swept to the fioor yet. Looking over the titles I noted. in addition to the electronics
and aviation related stuff. a lot of books on anatomy. physiology. pharmacology...
the type of stuff you'd be assigned to study'In nursing school. I shuddered: right after-
college I'd been a nursing aide and a psychiatric orderly. and had actually applied for
nursing school. Vern and l were so much alike it was getting scary.

Turning back to the desk drawer. another find was all I could take: a very old box of
.21 Short ammunition. and some sales literature for Smith 8: Wesson revolvers.

Guess who's a beginning Smith 3: Wesson collector. and firearms enthusiast! The
first two guesses don't count.

The coincidences were getting spooky. and. like Ebeneeaer Scrooge's visions. the
obvious question formed in my mind; is a mess like this in the future for Amateur
Station ESTA!

The attic was unbelievable. ln the crawl space I found an APE-IE 'Tail End Charlie'
radar set (about 440MHz. a small unit used in WW1 fighters}. A box of ceramic
johnson plug—in coil forms came next A small. sealed cardboard carton was draged
out into the daylight and opened.

A new 3-5 “H: Command receiver saw daylight for the first time since the carton
was sealed at the Western Electric plant in Chicago back in I91i2. Wow.

Later. Terry called out "Got another receiver!". and a new Setchell Carlson BC-IIDE
{iii} long wave range receiver. with manual. popped out of the crawl-space.

The crawl—space made me feeE like both an archaeologist, and a snoop who read
somebody else's diary.

Vem was a padu-at. A great deal of his life can be read in the contents of the attic.

A boat came out. carefully packed with crushed newspaper. From it came a pair of
Western Electric 2|  I -E triodes. These are unlike any I I  I l'vve ever seen. they have
phenolic bases {as opposed to the common metallceramic ones). and exhaust nippies
on top. They're old!!!

The newspapers crumbled at the touch of a hand. but another item in the boat put
the tubes into their time frame. a box of razor blades. The boat {'RADIO BLADES‘}
has a sticker on it, the blue eagle of FDR's National Recovery Act (approx. I932 or
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33}. The package turned out to not contain razor blades though; it was instead filled
with bits of galena for crystal detectors.

- The El Is have blisters in the bases. caused by RF leakage: these guys were on the air.
A great many boxes of BC set servicing parts were in the same area of the attic.

A box further along contained mimeo sheets; "WELCOME TO TRUAX ARMY AIR
CORPS FIELD. ORIENTA'I'IGN MATERIALS FOR TRAINEES IN AAF RADIO
MECHANICS TRAINING COURSE'. Another shudder of déja vu: I was in the Air
Force. Many mimeoglaphed iesson plans from the course.

Another box. Copies of American Ley'on magazine scream at me. WHAT DOES THE
RUSSIAN A-BOMB TEST MEAN TO YOU! the top issue demands to know.
COMMUNISTS IN THE STATE DEPARTMENT! declares another. it seems that
I950 was a crisis-laden year in Asneriea.

More boxes. Vern took a number of courses in electronics. and it appears he even
taught a few.

In numerous places bookshelves were stacked with electronics magazines. Most has
a iotest of markers poking out of the tops, and almost all had notes-hand written on
their spines. There were thousands in the collection: far too many for us to save.

I saved every (251' I could find. and Terry saved a lot of CQs. The rest we had to let
go. Between the two of us. we prdbably kept a quarter ton of 'em out of the landfill,
but we barely scratched the surface.

Both Terry and I were feeling depressed by the situation. and we just had to get out
of that house. It was too sad to deal with anymore.

Vern's ham career went from the days of one-tube regeneratives as state of the art,
all the way to integrated circuits. judging from the abundant home-brew gear. he was
at home with all of it.

This man‘s life was electronics. especially ham radio. Now that he can't have it
anymore. it's going to the dump. His gear, books. and papers could have gone to
others who could appreciate and utilise his work. Who‘s to biamei

Was it his I'atnilyiI I don't think so. They were in a difficult situation. and dealt with it
the best way they knew how. They called the local ham club and one of 1|IIII’ern's ham
buddies.

I place a lot of the blame those feilow hams. Rather than help the family inventory
the stuff and set up a sale i auction. some saw this as an opportunity to rip them off
to get fodder for the next hamiest. They left the place in a horrible mess that made
any kind of organised efiort impossible, and the family knows it. We hams did
ourselves and our image no good at all in this.

Was Vern himself to blame! ‘I'es. I'm afraid he bears some responsibility in this too.
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We're all afraid to face our own mortality. and we tend to shyr awayr from making
arrangements for that eventuality. He made it necessary for his fami to make some
bad decisions by not leaving explicit instructions.

l was exhausted and discouraged when I got home. but I immediately sat down with
Anne. l tool: out a scratchpad and began; "Look. We got a lot of stuff here. l'm not
planning on anything happening in the near future, but if anything does happen to me.
here's a list of people for you to contact for help in disposing of my radio junk. Also,
I'll be working on a list of approximate values of the major pieces of gear...".

'33:. Tom. KETA

Clues for those of you who don’t speak the language [and even I don't
know all of these items, even though only the hard-hearted could fail to
sense the writer's passion]

BA:  Boatanchor.flltl1ough there are different interpretations of this term.
generally any piece of radio and similar gear that'15 ‘hollow state’ [i. e. using
valves]'15 liable to be considered a boatanchor. Units produced from WWII
until the mid 1960s are probably the most popular examples of the genre.
The origin of the term ‘boatanchor’ becomes self-evident after carrying your
plunder back to your car at a swap-meet and noticing honT much longer your
arms have become.

DUMPSTER = fimerican term for a skip.

?3s = ham radio abbreviation for Best Wishes.

EBUATANEHURs-HST is an active mailing list on the Internet devoted to
the discussion of pre-l'QFUs vintage communications equipment. Discussion
covers amateur radio receivers. transmitters. microphones, Morse Code:
keys, accessories, certain military radio equipment. and various other
related subjects. Wanted and items for sale are posted. it frequently-asked ._
questions {FAQ} file and daily digest format are available.

To subscribe, send an e-mail message to:
HST?H0€@ii1ePorch.com
.IIn the message put'this:
isuhscribe bootonchors <yo11rfi1ilnome 5* collsign>
Leave the "Subject" blank.

To receive the daily digest, send e-mail to:
LISTPHOC@tl1ePorcl1.com ‘
In the message put this: -
isn‘t-“-booton chars moil digest:

-'.‘_.1-I'..-"._—___“"' _.'... 3'...— 
pg.  ‘i' ;_,..--__-—.—',-_. ;..a_-_,-'_ g-1 ; . _  ' " -_.-_--_, _:=_'-": ___-. - - ".-._ . ',:.-'_;..-'_.._;'.:‘_'--I'u .."-'n.-‘-' -.-

__._._ _:- -  _- , .  .-___ lu -  _ . - .—; , .  _—._- .-__- _.__- '  ham-=5 .i-e-lfii'nie.‘-:-E.smu-¢‘-=_ r- :a-amflae mam...—
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Has that ieft you feeling bad? Never mind, here's a taie to cheer
you up. Remember, you too can take out free ads in your lac-a!
paper!

From: don mar: <‘i1333.144@cumpuscrvc.com>
Tn: Multipie recipients of list <bostsnchors®thepsrch.com>
Subject: Ringing Phones And flthcr Delights

I had another one of those ’phone cail’ experiences that I want to tell
you about. Those of you who have been on the list a white wilt recall
that I used to advertise locally in the ‘Penny Saver’ newspapers and
such for "Did Radios Wanted..." i don‘t do that anymore for many
reasons. But even though my fast ad ran over 13 months ago, i stifl get
caiis from people who have had it stuck to their refrigerator alt this
time or "...heard from a friend that you buy..." etc. Usually these are
people who know that the big, shiny old thing MUST be worth
something. But they don't know who to cali. Eventually, some of them
find me.

About a year ago my Sit-62E. came to me  via this route. The guy coiled
with a “big old shortwave." That's about the best description it seemed
like I was going to get and l was about to do my usual 'Well, i don‘t buy
much anymore and I am too busy to drive an hour to see it" when he
offers to bring it to me. That's a horse of a different color.

He pulls up in a nice old Chevy and | waik out to greet him noticing the
corner of the big shortwave cabinet in the back seat. Shake hands, he
opens the back car door and there sits a brand new Hailicratters
Sit-62B. Honest i couldn't find a mark on it. We carted it inside to fire it
up but I already knew 1 had to have it. Other than terrible diai
backfash, it worked perfectly and we negotiated a fair deal. i was
tickled — you could eat oft the chassis and all the tubes except one
were the original Hallicrafters-logaed firebottles. Best of ali, it came to
me — rather than vice-verso. l ended up thinking that i needed to meet
more peopie iike this guy.

Then Sunday it happened again. A guy calis and "heard from a friend
of a friend" that i buy stuff and he has this "big shiny oscilioscope." Wei],
l'have enough [and iike Popeye, enough is too much) ‘scopes but
before 1 can say so, he otters to bring it to rrre. Well heli, i'm just baby
sitting the little kids while the big kids are at the piano teacher's house
with my wife, so sure-come on down. He shows up in a well-cared tor
Buick, shake hands and he says it's in the trunk and it's REALLY heavy.
Open up the trunk and there sits a brand new rackmount Tek 'scope
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model RM54SB with a 4-trace M plug-in. Brand new? it positivelv
sparkled sitting there in the Pittsburgh overcast.

Crap. Whvr does it have to  be so nice — i lost gave away mv 535
complete with cart and 3 plug-ins because it was such a space-waster.
“How much?"r | ask, feeling safe since i can just sav that I cant afford it
and send him on his wav. "$50” comes the repiy. Crop - i  can afford it
too. "..and t have the originai manuals for it,‘I he savs, puiling them off
the passenger seat. Cart it in the house, power on, 45 seconds “click"
and  4 bright traces appear. Quick, connect Cal Out to A Input, tiddfe a
bit, then B, then C, then D — all perfect. Damn it, vou got me —- and my”-

$50.

Ciose inspection shows this 5153 to be even nicer than I had noticed at
first. Wherever it was, thev didn‘t have anv dust or humiditv. And get
this — there's no dust in the fan filter — it {til-re the rest of the unit) iooks
unused. What a beauty!

..oops, got to go, there‘s mv phone ringing...

Wishing you monv BA phone calls,
i5, Don.

i

J":-Fi, l' J

#1. :1!“-

l
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NOSTALGIA rv‘ DIGEST RELOCATES
The Nostaigia T‘v“ Digest on the internet has moved. To subscribe to the
Nostalgia W Digest, send an  e-maii to: obdfd@ccn.cs.dai.ca

Put Nostalgia T‘v‘I in the subject title and just the word SUBSCRIBE in the
body of the letter. To Unsubscribe. write to the same address. Missing
Back Issues? Nostaigia T'v' Digest back issues can be found at:

Hips/mm can. cs. do}. cqfiecrearfoa/EMAEscnjors/Tkfleeknmhrs.him!

Here’s a recent" posting to give you a flavour of what you'll read here:

From: "Dr. Ron Evans" <Izevan@acc.wuacc.edu>
Subject: aid medicai shows

l was talking within another tape collecting friend the other day, and
we concluded we might be the only two peoole in America who
remember Ben Casey" among coliectors we rareiy see Casey tapes
on trade iists even among the collectors who seem to have everything
ever shown'In the 655.

Another index is that memorabilia, such as  WGurid'es. for Ben
Casey are very cheap, suggesting no demand. The same is also true
for Dr: Kffo’are; and tar The Nurses, two other medical shows irom the
eariy 60s......

Anyone have any thoughts about why these series have slipped
into obscurity, even though they had iairiy high ratings when shown?
As a collector, l have no trouble finding people interested in Rawhide.
Peter Gunn, and loads of other shows from the early 633.....nobody
seems interested in Casey and company .....

Thanks, Ron Evans

From Tony: This is just a guess on my part but perhaps unless there is a
fan favorite star who is hot at this time, the medical shows all seem to
suiier the same fate. I don't know how many fans of Mambo! Center;
Marcus Wei'by MD and The Doctors there are out there as well.
Perhaps if Richard Chamberiain's star begins to shine once again due
to his recent Thom Birds movie, maybe Dr. flfa'are episodes will
become sought after. i just checked LUCIE; there are iuil episode
guides available there for both Ben Cmay and Dr. mi’dare. it i get a
chance In the next couple of weeks I will try to get the guides up an the
EMA.
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The First REAL BBC 'llVE' TV from
t h e air
Bernard King

if one regards the official BBC publication, BBC TElEiiiSIOH, A British
Engineering Achievement, pubiished in 1953, as an authority, I have '-
news for you; at least in one smail respect.

The last few pages of this fiat-page book of 'achievements' proudly lists
'fmportant Dates' in BBC television history and I am pleased, and
grateful, to note that my iate sister's employer -- for seven years up to
1933 — gets a mention way back in 1933 (some chappie named John
Logie ...something-or—other}.

But one important item has been omitted from the list of BBC
achievements. Had J not had my scruffy but nosy little 2%" square
camera set-up at the ready on the last day of September and the first
day of October, 1950, it would probably be difficult to convince some
folk that the event actually happened, especiaily as the aforesaid book
states that on 23th August 1955 we saw the "First 'live‘ air to ground
television broadcast {from an aircraft in flight)". But now, 405 Air've
exclusively brings you pictures — never before published — of the real
event which took place five years earlier!

It has to be admitted that the whole project was a problem for the BBC
engineers and the five pictures i managed to ’grab' over those two
days were merely momentary giimpses between long lengths of
compfetely broken—up pictures. From another BBC source we learned,
very much later, that the live W from the air was attempted before the
problems of aircraft vibration had been sorted out. 1 well remember
that picture opportunities for me were few and as time grew short on
the second day, I had to satisfy myself with o ground-to-ground shot of
the Bristol Freighter camera platform, G-AIND, as it stood forlorniy on
the aerodrome, grounded for some technical reason I cannot now
recall; probably poor weather.

But the event did happen and l am glad to have the opportunity to
show these pictures for the first time. And who knows, the pictures may
even entice some BBC technical person who was involved in that brave
attempt!
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Here: The most successful pert et the experiment tires the circular flight nreund St
Peels. There was iess ‘hrenlt—up' during mis sequence.

fieielr: with the engines of the pretetype airliner threttietl heck and the Bristol at
full threttle te match the turn eircseit semis. frequent picture breaking was in
evidence.
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iNote for aircraft buffs
iThe sleek prototype airliner taking part in the experiment was the first of the
iAirspeed' A5 5? class.- 'Ambassador |'. it was most probably GAKRD. The series
lwere later laiown as 'the Elbethan class {Series I} and according to john W P.

ayfor's listing of February l951, twenty aircraft of the type were in service with .
iBEA. For the air-to-air 'traclting shots', the Airspeed was slowed down to near
lstalling speed whilst the Bristol was on full throttle — hence the vibration which
ibrolte up the pictures. {The Airspeed 5? later attracted unwelcome and tragic
[publicity when one of the class was involved in the disaster, caused by icing on the
rings. which wiped-out a British footbafl tearn.}
r , .
The Bristol Freighter. G-AIND, was most probably the Type lift} but this one is not
!shown in the Taylor listing. Other Hills of similar registration were owned. in '52, by
itflhe Briistol Aeroplane Company. Probably GAIND was re-registered when sold by

risto
.. . _____.._.-. .-

.I-_

FOR ALL THOSE BORN BEFORE r 92:5
This is one of those infuriating hamiiies that everyone claims to be
their own private discovery, rather iike the Desrb'erara script (“Go in
peace...'} that most people attribute to a gravestone from the fifth
century but was actually written in a magazine early in the current
century. l spotted a version onthe Internet coming from ”Jim Caraway,
a radio enthusiast in the USA, then it popped up in East of British
magazine —— “This was found by my friend of 86 living in Dover and I
do feel i t  is so true, particularly for those born before 1940'.
Everyone say 'Aaaah', now!

The version shown below incorporates the best parts of the
two but it’s impossible to say whether it started out as British or
American. It's obviously been embellished with retelling and who
cares anyway? Just enioy (or not, as the case may be).

We were born before television, belore penicillin, beiore polio shots,
frozen foods, xerox, plastics, contact lenses, Frisbees and the Pill.

We were born before radar, credit cards, split atoms, laser beams and
ball point pens; before pantyhose, dishwashers, clothes dryers, electric
blankets, air conditioners, drip-dry clothes — and before man walked
on the moon.

We got married first and then lived together. How quaint can you be?
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In our time, closets were for clothes, not ‘coming out of'. Bunnies were
small rabbits, and  rabbits were not Volkswagens o r  telephones.
Designer jeans were scheming girls named Eean or )eanne, and
haying a meaningful relationship meant getting along with our
cousins.

We thought fast food was what you ate during tent, a ‘Big Mac' was an
oyer-sized raincoat, ‘crumpet’ was something you had for tea and
outer space was the  back of the Ritz Theatre.

We existed before house husbands, gay rights, computer dating, dual
careers and commuter marriages. Gay meant happy and not ...you
know what. We were before day care centres, group therapy and
nursing homes. We neyer heard of FM radio, tape decks, electric
typewriters, artificial hearts, word processors, yoghurt and young men
wearing earrings. For us, time sharing meant togetherness — not
computers or condominiums; a ‘chip’ meant a piece of wood or a fried
potato; hardware meant nuts and  bolts, and  software wasn‘t a word!
'Sheltered accommodation' was where you waited for a bus, whilst LSD
was simply pounds, shillings and pence then.

In 1943, ‘Made in Japan’ meant junk and the term ’making out’ referred
to how you did on your exam. ‘Stud’ was something that fastened a
collar to a shirt and ’going all the way‘ meant staying on a bus all the
way to the terminus. Pizzas, McDonaids and instant coffee were
unheard of. '

We hit the scene when there were 5 and 10 cent stores where you
bought things for 5 and 10 cents. Sanders o r  Wilsons soid ice cream
cones for a nickel or dime. For one nickel you could ride a street ca r,
make a phone call, buy a Coca-Cola or enough stamps to mail one
fetter and two postcards. You could buy a new Cheyy coupe for $600,
but who could afford one? A pity, too, because gas was 11 cents a
gallon.

in our day, cigarette smoking was fashionable, 'grass’ was mown,
‘coke’ was something you got from the gasworks and 'pot' was
something you cooked in. A 'joint' was a piece of meat you had on
Sundays, ‘rock' music was a grandmother‘s lullaby, 'Eldorado‘ was an
ice cream, a ‘gay’ person was the life and soul of a party and nothing
more, whilst 'aids' just meant beauty treatment or help for someone in
trouble.

We were certainly not before the difference between the sexes was
discoyered, but we were surely before the sex change; we made do
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with what we had. And we were the tast generation that was so dumb
as to think you needed a husband to have a baby.

No wonder we are so confused, and there is such a generation gap
today! But we survivedlll What better reason to celebrate? Have a
happv dear!!!

lRernembering...
giddy new AME

flES EQMMY Mfiflflflfi
One of the delights (well, that’s what some readers allege} of this
magazine is that you never know what the next article will be about.
Actually, it's just because the magazine is totally unstructured and
reflects all the weird and wonderful interests of our contributors.
Anyway, relax and prepare to reminisce — or learn — as Denis
Gifford tells us about one of the truly amazing children's
programmes of the [$595.

To begin, let me quote the entry (no. 195] in my reference book The Golden
Age of Black and White which, as some of you may know, I've been trying
to get published without success since I wrote it about six years ago.

Children‘s puppet series starting 9th Iuly 1953, cnrglicised from
an Arnerictm series called lolly Gene And His Fanny Machine,
created by Chuck Luchsinger.

Billy and his incredibly complicated machine were
designed by John 1llllright. with drawings by Peg Ietfryes,
puppetry by Icme Tyson, and voices by Dick Vosburgh and
Gaylord Cavalerro reading scripts by Lisa Lincoln.

Producer: David Boisseau. The 1955 series introduced
Billy’s hand—cranked Cartoonerator.

I was much impressed by the tnfly cartoony look of the puppet and the
programme, and being a full-time freelance cartoonist in those days, I
tamed out some sample character drawings for a comic strip version and
posted them off to TV Condo. I had begun to draw for editor Bios Lewis hack
in 1952 with the first- strip ever to feature Tommy Cooper, whom I dubbed
'01:: Mad Magician’. Although WComic turned down Billy Bean, I learned
later that they eventually did make a deal with the programme producers
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and introduced Billy in a strip during 1956. The cartoonist was none other
than Ws own Tony Hart.

Still later I heard that Monty Bailey-Watson, an independent radio producer
who worked under the registered name of Hector Ross Radio Productions,
had bought the rights to the character whilst on a trip to the States, and was'
responsible for its British Til production. I think this was Monty’s first
venture into television.

I worked for him for about a year writing and devising stunts for Radio
Luxembourg series, People Are Funny, which was sponsored by Pye Radio.
In time this series was, of course, transferred to the new [Tilr with Derek Boy
in charge of proceedings. I was not involved in this, but just as well — it
was the first TV programme to be forcibly taken off the air for insulting or
making fools of members of the British public! 1What would those in
command then have to say about today’s Noel Edwards 3: Co?

Thanks, Denis for a iastinating insight into a lost world. Few people
seem to know that Billy Bean hailed from the States although the
American-style engineer's {loco driver's} cap he wore was a dear
give-away. Loolo'ng at the ‘standard' works on children's teievision, we
learn a hit more...

From The Golden Age ofClrildren‘s Television, by Geoff Tibballs [published
by Titan Books, 1991}.

“In the early fifties, hrtrn Owen had been behind Yoo-Hoo the
cuckoo on one of television's first puppet shows, Billy Bean and
His Funny Machine. Billy's machine was a wonder to behold,
featuring such devices as a windmill. a Dorset-Faucet and a
cartoonerator which drew magic pictures...The Funny Machine
was devised by Chuck Luchsinger.‘

There is a photo of Billy and his Machine on page 39 of this book. In Box of
Delights, by Hilary Kingsiey and Geoff Tibballs, we also learn that Ivan
Owen was also the man behind Fred Barker on Rediffusion’s Tuesday
Rendezvous programme.

And now to an excellent and detailed reference book, Goodnight Children
Everywhere, by Ian Hartley [Midas Books, 1933].

In 1952 there was a series of stories about Wimrie the Pooh
ushig marionettes. Another popular puppet show of the 19505
was Brlhr Bean and his Fromy Machine. The programmes
consisted of the various functions of Biliy's complicated
machine, including such features Yoohoo's cuckoo house
mid egg chute. a windmill, Talkonreter, Phassabadassa Switch
and Dorset—Faucet {invented by Mr Fawcett of Dorset}. It also
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had a 'ccutoonerator' which could magically draw .pictures.
The 'cartoonerator' was, ibelieve. Reginald Iefttyes, who gave

- us Mr and Mrs Mambo with Splat; the mischievous in]: blot that
came to liie, and a penguin family that lived in Snowlcmd. 'lhe
progrcunme also had a catchy theme:

Billy Bean built a machine
To see what it would do.

He built it out of slicks tmd stones
And nuts tmd bolts and glue.

The motor song chuggle-a—rtmg
Chugglea—ruggle—a-rator

Then suddenly a picture appeared
On the funny old cmtoonerator.

Billy‘s voice come from Peter Hawkins. the puppeteer was
Elizabeth Donaldson, and the show was written and produced
by lJere Lorrimer.

Dicky Howett remembers the show too and he has an idea it
originated from Manchester. A plea for information on the Internet
brought the following replyr from Richard Wright

I did some more checking on Chuck in another reference. He and his
brother lack had a children's TV show called Cartoon Talc-Tales which ran
on the American ABC network from November 1948 to September 1950.
Jack. a professional actor, narrated stories from the Cartoon TeIeTales
storybook, while Chuck, a cartoonist, drew illustrations to match. They ran
a continuing art contest which drew as many as 5,699 entries per month
during 1949. fimong the characters introduced were Usta the Rooster.
Bumsniff the Bloodhound, Madcap the Mountain Goat, and Mimi the Mole.
The show began in Philadelphia in May 19-18, moved to New York as a
late—afternoon entry in lune, and became an evening network program on
ABC in November 1948.

Help! This is getting too much. Bumsniff the Bloodhound and a Phassabadassa Switch
don't sound quite the right sort of words young children should be hearing. is smut
in the ear of the bearer or was this a secret attempt to insinuate a few rude words
and names. as in Captain Pugwushili No letters on the latter subject please. by the
way. I have now seen the evidence for myself. although I suspect it was for the
amusement of internal audiences only! {RE}.
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Two PERIOD PIECES
Late I960: humour from Private Eye...

viewers III see new SUIIIIIIII
rby PETER amateur

A new experimental warning system is to he introduced on Independent Televisionr
channels starting in the autumn. '

iDuring particularly;r poor and sub—standard programmes — that is, a spokesman :
explained, throughout the evening's viewing — two balls will be shown in the corner of!
the screen to tell the viewer that he is watching a veryr had programme and may wish to
go to sleep.

BREAKTHRGUGH J
Another scheme under consideration involves the use of loud bangs and explosions at
regular intervals during peak-viewing hours to wake viewers up who may have fallen}
asleep, or simply gone into another room.

Once theyr are 11111}? awake and have resumed viewing, the 'balls' symbols will come into '_
operation. _ , '-

Last night Mrs 1‘ohlhitefnznrse attacked {could p.94}

Period advertisement (prohalahgI around [970} for the Sony W9—9DUB
portable television
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This set with its 9" screen and good looks is an ideal candidate for
day-by—day dflS-h'ne viewing. Look out for it at boot sales and auctions,
and expect to pay between £5 and £25. Unfortunately, the chrome trim and
clear plastic channel selector. knobs are sometimes missing and the
telescopic antenna is also prone to damage. The set was deiiyered witha
clip on cover to protect the screen and an 'estemal antenna connectorJI but
these items are often missing (and impossible to find as spares now). The
set is reliable, although the yohune control is prone to going noisy and :
sensitivity on UHF is only adequate. Perhaps the most useful feature of the
set is that by pressing in the 403625 and lt"l-IFl’[.l}If-‘ buttons together, you
can force it to work on 405 lines UHF, which is ideal for playing back
aflS-line lIll-IS tapes on a recorder with a UHF modulator. {Meaty remit; to
Phil htantsonfor contributing the advertisement.)

Now, who remembers the
MICKEY MOWE CL'IIB?
This is a compilation of messages tound on the Tit Nostalgia electronic
discussion area on the Internet. Although the participants are
American, the programme was also shown in Britain on channel 9 in
the London area (and perhaps elsewhere], on Friday evenings during
the late 1950s as I recall. Reminisce and enjoy!

What I do NOT remember is hour-long Mickey Mouse Clubstt And I
thought I was one at the first generation of kids enjoying this show.
Please... teii us more! What was edited in the bait hour versions! Now
that you mention it, the half hour shows I remember seeing back i n  the
”has seemed a bit lumpy.

The show began in I955 as an hour show at 5:01} Eastern Time. In fact. either by
deliberate strategy or by accidental happenstance. the time choice demolished Howdy
Dmdy in the ratings and forced HD to move to Saturday morning. Once Idds started
watching MMC at 5:00, they didn't want to switch channels to HD at 5:3fl.

The show consisted of four fifteen-minute segments. tess commercials. The
first segment generally was of whateyer special day it was. Monday was Fun with
Music Day, Tuesday was Guest Star Day. Wednesday was "Anydring Can Happen'
Day, Thursday was Circus Day, and Friday was Talent Roundup Day. and each had its
own opening production number. Many of these are being shown now on the
Disney Channel reruns. but the production nomber often seems to be edited
shorter than it originally was. The reruns being used now use the producfion
numbers from the second season. which were changed somewhat from the first
season numbers. _
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The second segment varied. Sometimes it was a newsreel. sometimes a
travelogue. sometimes a jiminy Cricket feanire. or whatever. The third segment
was a serial. Spin 3: Marty. Hardy Boys. Annette. or whatever. The fourth segment
was the Mousitartoon. followed by Jimmy's philosophising and the closing theme.

In the third season. the special days were eliminated. except for the Friday
Talent Roundup Show. The opening and closing animated sequences in which
Mickey would say hello or good-bye were edited to eliminate specific references to
the special days. though Mickey‘s costume and stage business often fit the former
special day. These edited animated sequences are what is usually used in the
half-hour reruns.

The third season eliminated just about all of the songs and production
numbers from before. The new numbers tended to be shorter. in keeping with the
shorter show. The "We're the Mousketeers' number opened each show. The first
half was variable and sometimes included a Mousitartoon. no longer introduced by
the “Time to Twist Our l"lc1~usltadial‘I number. Instead it was introduced by Cubby
popping out of a jack-in the Box. saying l"Today's Housltartoon is...‘ Again.
shortening things to save time. but eliminating some beautiful numbers. The second
segment was usually the serial or whatever.

“NC was on ABC for a fourth season in reruns. This time. MHC itself was
only on Monday. Wednesday. and Friday. while reruns of the serials ran under the
title l"1.~"'i'alt Disney's Adventure Time“ on Tuesday and Thursday.

And that is probably more than you ever wanted to know about it. As I‘ve
said. I think they ruined the show by curling it to a half hour. and I'm sorry that the
rerun package cut all the hour shows down to the half-hour format.
A Joseph Ross, ll}.

CONCERNING the Mickey Mouse Club. Bill states that: ''The original hour-long
episodes were only run during the original run of the series - the edited versions
were created a few years later for syndication."

I believe you might be mistaken about this. The hour-long shows ran for two
years {HES-5?} and then were trimmed to 30 minutes for the second two years
(ST-59} all the time stili on ABC. The show wasn't offered for syndication till later.
maybe I962. The half-hours began mainly as edits of the original sen'es. then by the
second year “Walt Disney's Adventure Time'I unfortunately made up quite a bit of
the schedule. As I recall. die show was cut down to a half hour for the third season.
then. for the fourth season on ABC, the show was in reruns. with 'Mickey Mouse
Club" airing on Monday. 1it"ifednesvtlay. and Friday. and Ir"'.*"'¢I'alt Disney Adventure Time.“
consisting of various serials. on Tuesday and Thursday.
Shown Fulper-Sna'th

SHAWN FULPER-SMI'I'I-l mentioned that my post about the length of the Mickey
Mouse Club episodes was somewhat unclear. Here's how the show was aired:

Year I - l955-56 - one hour episodes. all new material
Year 2 - 1956-5? - one hour episodes. all new material
Year 3 - HST-58 - 30 minute episodes. some repeated material. most new
Year 4 . WEB-59 . 30 minute episodes. all repeat material

Syndication began in the WEI-63 season and consisted of 39 minute episodes with
all repeat material. The same formula was used for WEB-54. For 564-65. new
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sequences were added featuring comedians Skiles and Henderson as 'Hub and Bub',
science experiments with Dr. lulius Sumner Miller as l"Professor Wonderful“ and
comedian Bob Towner as 'Marvellous Marvin". Some markets used local hosts to
pad out the show to longer lengths. These new segments were not used when the
series was syndicated again in HTS-T6 or JPN-TB, but have been shown on The
Disney Chmnel. if anyone wants all of the details on the syndication run let me
know— I can post them here or send via e-mail.

At the risk of monopofising this message on the MMC. someone else asked
for information on the MMC's Hardy Boys serials. Here's my description of the first:
if anyone wants information on the second._'The Mystery of Ghost Farm”. let me
know. an Cotter:

MYSTERY OF THE APPLEGATE TREASURE THE
Cast: Tim Considine {Frank Hardy]. Tommy Kirk (Ioe Hardy), Carole Ann Campbell
{lo-la Morton}, Donald MacDonald {Perry Robinson}. Florena Ames (Silas Applegate},
Buss Conway {Fenton Hardy). Sarah Selby {Aunt Gern-ude], Bob Foulk {jackley}.
Arthur Shields {Boles}. Charles Cane {Sergeant}. Frances Morris [Landlady}. Dan
Sturkie {Detective}. Bill Henry {Policeman}. Mort Mills {Policeman}. Brick Sullivan
{Policeman}. less Kirkpatrick {Policeman}, Don Harvey {Policeman}.

Executive Producer: Walt Disney. Produced by: Bill Walsh. Directed by: Charies
Haas. Teleplay by: Jackson Gillis. Based on The Tower Treasure by: Franklin W.
Dixon. Assistant to the Hoducer: Lou Debney. Directors of Photography: Gordon
Avil. AS.C.. Walter H. Castle, AS.C. Art Directors: Bruce Bushman. Marvin Aubrey
Davis. Film Editors: George Nicholson. Ellsworth HoaglandI ACE, Al Teeter. joseph
S. Dietrick. Music: Buddy Baker. W'ifliam Lava. Theme Gold Doubloons and Pieces of
Eight jackson Gillis {words}, George Bruns {music}. Special Processes: Ub iwerks.
A.S.C. Sound: Robert 0. Cook. Sound Mixer. Dean Thomas. Set Decoration: Fred
MacLean. Costumer: Chuck Keehne. Wardrobe: Carl Walker. Make-up: David
Newell. Hair Stylist: Lois Murray. Assistant Director: Robert (3. Shannon. Production
Manager: Russ I-laverick.

Frank and joe Hardy are the sons of Fenton Hardy, a famous private
detective. finding everyday life at home in Bayport dull. the boys hope their father
will let them work on one of his cases. Disappointed when he tells them his work is
too dangerous for children, they become more determined than ever to solve a real
mystery.

It looks as if they'll have their chance when one of their friends, lola Morton.
is attacked by a mysterious stranger and her purse is stolen. The boys rush to
investigate and end up on the grounds of a decaying mansion owned by a secretive
recluse, Silas Applegate. There they meet Jackley. a plumber, and a boy named
Perry. who is doing gardening for Applegate. but the old man angrily sends them
away.

Frank and Joe return that night to search the grounds. where they find some
tools that were stolen from their home. It appears that Perry is the thief and
Applegate tells the boy he'll have to leave, prompting the upset youth to run away.
Joe finds him hiding in the bushes and Perry' gives him a gold doubloon to hold, then
turns himself in.

The young detecu‘ves learn that the doubloon might be part of a treasure
once said to be owned by Applegate. They return the next night to dig up the
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grounds. but someone else has had the same idea, for the grounds are fuil of holes.
Applegate finds them at work, but instead of chasing them away. he invites them
inside to tell them about the treasure.

Family legends say that the treasure was booty from the War oi I3i2 and
was awarded to his great-grandfather. The chest. which once heid 3,000 doubloons
worth $40 each. is empty now, for someone stole the coins It] years ago. Host of
the town doesn't believe the treasure ever existed. for Applefite had refused to
show it to anyone, so he's glad the boys beiieve his story. However, his pleasure
sours when he sees ail the holes in his yard. and he blames Frank and joe for the
destruction.

Toid by flteir father to- stay away from Applegate's. the boys send fola back to
retrieve their shovei. Someone locks her in a storeroom at the base of the
mansion's tower and she must be rescued by Frank and joe. They also find jackley in
the storeroom, unconscious and tied up. lola claims to have heard footsteps in the
tower, which Appiegate says has been closed up for years, so Fenton Hardy decides
to investigate.

The tower is a shambles. as if someone has been systematically tearing it
apart. Fenton spots a shadowy figure and gives chase, finally catching the man in the
garden. Applegate identifies the prisoner as Boles, his former gardener. and the
police take him away for questioning.

The next day, they take Boies to his rooming house to search it. There, he
switches shoes. claiming his feet hurt. Actually, the first pair concealed another
doubloon and a note that he knew a detailed search would reveai. This proves to be
a mistake. for when Joe specuiates they couid prove Boles did the digging by taking a
cast of his shoes. the boys find the note. It reads 1Thid in the wall - the old tower
wall“. a clue to the location of the missing treasure. The note was written by a roan
named jenkins, who was arrested shortly after the treasure disappeared, and the
boys turn it over to the police. _

Word of the note gets around town and a horde of greedy searchers
descends on Applegate's house. ready to tear it apart to find the gold. The police
keep them outside and begin their own search. but the douhloons are nowhere
inside the tower. Frank and joe, vowing not to give up. follow Boles when he‘s
released on hail and trailing him back to his rooming house.

Whiie they wait outside. Boies is attacked by jacidey. who used to be jenkins'
celimate. He tries to force Boles to reveal where the goid is hidden but he is
unsuccessful. Meanwhile. joe suspects the coins may be in another tower. so when
Frank spots a rundown raiiroad water tower. the boys decide to search it. joe's
theory is right. for the gold is hidden inside. Jackiey spots them and rushes there
pretending to help. but he reveais his true nature and the boys fight him off. A
passing police patrol spots them and arrests jackley, and the gold is finally returned
to a grateful Applegate.

Production Notes:
* This show was based on the first in a long running series of boy's adventure
novels. The Hardy Boys. which was also the working titie for the serial. Adapted for
this serial. the book featured the theft of iewels and stocks from Applegate and his
elderly sister. The Tower Treasure was first published in 192? and is credited to
“Franklin W. Dixon". a pen name assigned to the various authors who contributed
to the series. -
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* The title song for the serial was sung by Thur! Ravenscroft. who is also known as
the voice of Keilogg’s "Tony the Tiger".

’5‘ Although much of the story supposedly takes place outside. almost the entire
production was filmed on Disney's large Stage 2. An elaborate set measuring EDS
feet-by-llfl feet included the grounds of the Applegate estate and the railroad yard.

* This was the first starring role for Tommy Kirk. who was to appear in numerous
other productions for the Studio. Tommy was first seen on The Mickey Mouse
Club in the rerun version of Newsreel #Efl from the ”55-56 season. He was
selected after the Studio conducted an extensive series of screen tests, during which
at ieast nine boys tested for the role. There were screen tests for several of the
other roles as well. David Stollery tested for the role of Frank Hardy1 and both
Annette Funicello and Shelley Fabares were considered for the part of loia Morton.

5" in addition to the I? episodes of the seriai itself. there was also a preview episode
titled An Introduction. Aired the day before the serial began, it featured co-stars
Tim Considine and Tommy Kirk as they introduced clips from the story that was to
follow.

’3‘ The sequel to this serial is The Mystery of Ghost Farm. aired during the i95'f-53
season.

’5‘ The first episode of the Disney series Wiidside also featured gold hidden in a
water tower.

Editor’s note: i certainly remember episodes of lhe Apple-gate Treasure but I also
remember regular helping’s of the little Rascals, a premier production with
characters such as Spanky. Afalia and the rest of Our Gang {all played by children}.
At the time i thought this was brilliant and had no idea the fiims were from before
the war. People have queried the use of non-Disney material in a Disney show but
Alan Keeling confirms these films were part of the Mickey Mouse Club. The thought
is that Disney wanted to ration the amount of his own studios‘ material so he
bought in cheap footage to fill the time.

MINOR MIRACLES: SDNY'S FIRST
PORTABLE TVS
by Enrico Tedeschi
SONY claims to have been the first company in the world to design and
produce {in their words] the lightest, smallest, direct-view
buttery-operated Transistor TVset. Even if they were not actually the first
company that managed to do this, surely nobody else had the same success
that SONY had in 1959 when it announced to a startled world to have
succeeded in doing so by, what they state was, all a matter of "difierence
made possible byresearc ".
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The story of these first portable TV sets is rather similar to that of the first
pocket transistor radios of the late fifties. My would the customers buy
such a tiny radio when they had a proper one at home? find why
compromise in sound quality and 'to performance when the home set was so
much more sensible and powerful?I

But besides these commercial motives there were also technical reasons.
The early silicon transistors were unable to reach the very high frequencies
{from one to two megacycies] required by the television inner workings.
RCA did try to market a F—inch TV set made with vacuum tubes but nobody
wanted to buy it

SONY had, again, to invent a completely new market and in the process a
new way of making 3 and 5—inch TV tubes. fit a time when American firms
were promoting their 2?—inch screen, this appeared to be commercial
suicide.

Notwithstanding what the 'experts’ were saying SONY began to sell its
model TV 8-331 in May 1960. This model employed 23 silicon and
germanium transistors, fifteen diodes and two high voltage rectifiers. In
addition to this, SONY engineers developed nine new semiconductor
devices including the ZSfllfi, a germanium mesa transistor for the
horizontal deflection, the 235.15, a germanium mesa transistor for RF and
the ZSCIQ, a grown silicon transistor for video output.

When the set went on sale, television was still considered a luxury
commodity even for the affluent firnerican family. For about the same price
consumers considered a large screen TV to be a more attractive alternative
to the portable 8-inch toy that SONY was offering them. find, what‘s more,
the 8-3o1 was breaking down quite frequently and so you really had to be
very rich or very patient to buy one at the time.

But there were other problems: yes, the set was portable, but what they did
not tell you in the commercial blurb was that the batteries were outside the
set and that you needed up to It] hours of recharging time to get a few hours
of working life. find it weighed a hefty 1? pounds {with batteries].

Something had to be done to reduce weight and size and extend battery life.
SDNY‘s efforts produced the TV 5-393 a portable I'l‘unrmy TV", as it was
soon dubbed by the advertising agency in charge of the publicity. All the
problems of the 3-inch set were resolved and incorporated in the new 5-inch
design. The biggest problem with the 3-301 was its extreme sensibility to
external temperature. The tube was the other big problem as nobody had
ever before tried to make such a small tube with a TD” deflection angle.

Finally in November 1961 SONY started a trial production of the 5-inch
determined not to make the same mistakes that had been made with the
3-inch set. The 3-301 had gone for sale in one of the hottest seasons of the
year and as the summer set in, the rising temperature altered the transistor
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characteristic and the synchronisation was lost. This time the transistors
were rigorously tested for temperature tolerance and everything double
checked and tested.

When the marketing people had to find a name, over 30 suggestions came
from all of the staff: among 'mini-T‘il‘, 'pico-TV', ‘my-Tli‘ and 'the hand-held
TV, the winning choice was the 'micro-‘I'V‘, the catch phrase being: "the
transistor that revolutionised TV“.

The launch of the 5-393 was decided. for May 1962 when, a couple of
months before the set  date, the emperor and the empress of japan
announced their wish to visit the SON‘lLir plant. This of course, made the
headlines in'several weekly magazines and SONY security was put under
strain when the micro-TV had to be shown to their majesties who were
asked to protect its confidentiality. With their majesties' cooperation
SONY's secret remained safe and on April the 1?th 1962 the world‘s
smallest, lightest micro television was announced to the press and managed
to get a respectable three column title on the main Japanese newspapers.

Frank Sinatra was so impressed with the 5-303, which he saw during his
visit to the factory in late April, that he asked for a set to take back toTnited States. Unfortunately the American version of the set was not ready
yet but in October of the same year, when SONY managed to produce a
E'I'SC standard model, Sinatra got his nucro-TV, as promised. SONY's boss

. Morita presented it to Sinatra directly on his Paramount Pictures set where
he was working at the time.

All in all the 5-303 was a revolution for its. time but still a heavy,
cumbersome, thirsty and basic set if compared to the more modern LCD
shirt pocket models of to-day or even with the Sinclair’s mold-standard
micro TV of 1936. SONY was later compelled to apply an external UHF
adapter in the pathetic attempt to keep up with television technical
development but the 5-303 can be still be considered a milestone in the
history of the portable television and has surely attained its place in the
electronic development of this centmy.

The model 5-303 is also laronar {at least among collectors} as the 'Belhr Telly’.
Note that model number of Sony teleta'sion receivers at this time denoted first
the screen size {in inches}, Jfollowed by a progressive number starting with 331
and issued on a world-wide basis. The first UK model T'ir’by Sony was the TV
9-305, although by the time the revised model appeared {the TVS-9U}, it
appears they had abandoned this numbering scheme.

An example of the TV 3-301 is on display in the Design Museum in
London and it is fair to say that this model is new highly prized among
collectors; five years ago it was easy to find in the USA, selling for around
$250, but it is less common now. The BBC television programme, Television
and The World transmitted in 1961, devotes about five minutes offilm to the
production of this set. {Editor}.
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The Sony Irvellggir-telljiF and accessories in all their glory.
Presentation counted for a lot with Sony and both the television
itself and the rechargable hatter}:r have their own cal-Lying cases
[photm Enrico Tedeschi].

Close-up of Sony’s miniature television [photm Enrico Tedeschi].
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FORTY YEARS OF INDEPENDENT
TE  L EVI SI 0 N:
A Chronology by Brian Renfortb

September 11nd I995 marks the fortieth anniversary of ITIIIr which
commenced in the London area on Sefiember 21nd £955. The origins of
[THF and the ITA {Independent Television Authority} stretch back to I952
by the Government’s memorandum on .the Report of the Broadcasting
Committee I949, when it was proposed that an alternafive service to the
BBC should be established. The Television Act 1954 received Royal
Assent on july 33th I954 with the ITA being estabiished on the 4th
August i954. On August 15th [954 the ITA advertised for programme
contractors {or the London, Midlands and North regionsI contracts—being
awarded in October of that year. From here we wiil take a
comprehensive look at the ITA programme contractors from the start to
the present day, and the changes that have taken place through three
periods of franchise changes or renewals.

ASSOCIATED-REDIFFUSION
LONDON WEEKDAYS from Croydon ch9V.
FIRST ta: 22nd September I955.
Name changed to REDIFFUSION TELEVISION in Iuly I964.
LAST ta: 29th July I963.
On I Ith july I96?r it was announced that a combined RedifiusioniAEC consortium
was appointed to serve London Weekdays from 30th july I963 as THAMES TV.

ASSOCIATED TELEVISION
LONDON WEEKENDS from Croydon ch9Vas ABC TELEVISION.
FIRST ta: September I955.
Name changed to ASSOCIATED TELEVISION in October I955.
MIDLANDS WEEKDAYS from Lichfield ch3V.
FIRSTtx: 19th February I956. - __
Announced on llthjuly I969r that ATVwas gamed a seven day franchise to serve
the Midlands region. Name changed to A'I'V NETWORK in July I961
LAST LONDON but: c july I963.
MIDLANDS ALL WEEK from Lichfield ch3V from 3361q I963.
625 UHF COLOUR introduced on I5th November I969 from Sutton Coldfield
ch43H. 5
On 23th December I933 it was announced that the region would become a dual
EAST-3: WEST MIDLANDS region. ATV was re-appointed on condition that the
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company restructured with a change of name and ceased to be under The control of
ACCIITC. Restructured as CENTRAL INDEPENDENT TELEVISION from Ist j'an
I932. ' ' - '

ABC WEEKEND TELEVISION "
MIDLANDS WEEKENDS from Lichfieid cI13‘IIIr from February I956.
NORTH WEEKENDS from ‘Winter HiIl ch99Ir from May I956.
NORTH WEEKENDS from Emley Moor chIflV from November I956.
LAST DC ETth Iuly I963.
Combined ABO'Redifl'usion company granted the London weekday franchise on I Ith
june I96? as THAMES TELEVISION. to commence 30th july I963. .

GRANADA TELEVISION
NORTH WEEKDAYS from Winter Hill ch99" from 3rd May I956.
NORTH WEEKDATS from Emley Moor ch Ifllv" from November I956.
Announced on I lth june I96? that Granada woufd be granted a seven-day franchiseto serve the iancashire area only. '
LANCASHIRE ALL WEEK from Winter Hill ch99 from 33th july I963.
615 UHF Colour introduced from I5th November I969 at ‘Winter HiII ch59H.
Region renamed NORTH WEST ENGLAND from Ist January I931.

SCOTTISH TELEVISION {STV}
CENTRAL SCOTLAND from Black HiIi ch | 39'.
FIRST ta: 3 Ist August 195?.
625 UHF COLOUR introduced on ISth December [969.

TWW (TELEVISION WEST 3: WALES)
SOUTH WALES AND WEST OF ENGLAND from St. Hilary ch IW.
FIRST or: c january I953. -Station took over WWN Television in january I964, providing a Teledu- Cymru
service for West 3: North Wales in addition to the English 5. Wales 3: West service.
LAST or: 3rd March I963. 'Announced on I Ith lune I96}1r that W had lost its Iranchise to the HarIech
Consortium.

TYNE TEES TELEVISION
NORTH EAST ENGLAND from Burnhope ch3H.
FIRST ta: l5th january i959. -
625 UHF Colour introduced on IFth Iuly I931] from Pontop Pike ch6IH.

ULSTER TELEVISION _
NORTHERN IRELAND from Black Mountain ch9H.
FIRST ta: _I5th October E959.
625 UHF Colour introduced on Md} September 19173 from Divis ch24H.
ANG LIA TELEVISION
EAST OF ENGLAND from Mendlesham chi IH.
FIRST tit: 21th October I959. '
625 UHF Colour introduced from Talconeston ch 59H on Ist October I970.
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SOUTHERN (INDEPENDENT) TELEVISION
SOUTH OF ENGLAND from Chilierton Down chl IV.
FIRSTtx: 36th August I958.
625 UHF Colour introduced from Rom-Edge chZTH and Dover ch66I-I on I3th
December I969. - _
Announced on 28th December I930 that the region 1would become a dual SOUTH
AND SOUTH EAST ENGLAND region and that the company had lost its franchise
to the Television South {and South Est Communications) consortium.
LAST 11' 3Ist December I9SI.

VVESTVVARD TELEVISION -
SOUTH WEST ENGLAND from Stockland Hiil ch9V 3: Caradon Hill chIEV.
FIRSTtx: 29th April I96I.
625 UHF Colour introduced from Caradon Hiil ch25H on 22nd May 19?”.
Announced on 28th December I930 that the station had lost the franchise to TSW.
LAST or: August i93l.

BORDER TELEVISION
THE BORDERS from Caldbeck chi IH .
FIRST 13:: Ist September I96l.
ISLE OF PLAN introduced from Richmond Hill chSH on 26th March I965 with
region re-named THE BORDERS AND ISLE OF MAN.
625 UHF Colour inn-oduced from Caldbeck chZSH on [st September I9? I.

GRAMPIAN TELEVISION
NORTH EAST SCOTLAND from Durris ch9H.
FIRST Dc 30th September I96I‘.
625 UHF Colour introduced from Dorris chZSH on I9th July [9?l.
Region re-narned NORTH SCOTLAND from lstjanuary |982.

CHANNEL TELEVISION
CHANNEL ISLANDS from Fremont Point ch9H.
FIRST tJt: Ist September I961.
625 UHF Colour introduced from Fremont Point ch4lH on 26th juiy I9T6.

VVVVN TVITELEDU CVI'IRU
WELSH SERVICE: WEST 1Il'lllALES from Presely chBH on c September I962.

NORTH WALKS from HoeI—y-Parc chl IV  on 23th january
I963. SOUTH WALES from St. Hilary chTV on I5th Febmary
I965.

Taken over by W in Ianuary I964. Replaced by Harlot-h Television In March
I963.

new PROGRAMME consumes announced on no: ynnn :95? tomom 301'}: my rm
HARLECH TELEVISION
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WALES AND WEST OF ENGLAND:.
WELSH SERVICE chTV St. Hilary; Noel-y-Parc chl IV and Preseiy ch3H + reiays.
ENGLISH SERWCE: St. Hilary ctV for South Wales and West of England + Bath
relay.
FIRST Di: 4th March WEB as INDEPENDENT TELEVISION FOR WALES AND THE
WEST, on 3% july 1963 as HARLECH TELEVISION.
Name changed to HTV in I931
HTV CYNRUJ’WALES 625 UHF COLOUR introduced from Wenvoe ch4lH on 6th
April IBTD.
HIV WEST exclusive service for West of England introduced from Nendip chéiH
625 UHF Colour on 33th May ISFU. '
HTV GENERAL SERVICE -— primarily HTV West programmes with English ianguage'
CymrwWales programmes and Weish schools programmes continued to serve
South Wales and West of England from St. Hiiary ctV and Bath ch3H until [933!
HTV C‘I’l'IRUr’WALES re-named HTV WALES in November I332. though reverted
to the former title by the end of the I9305.

LONDON WEEKEND TELEVISION
London Television Consortium granted franchise for London Weekends on ilth
june ”15?. to start in july I363.
LONDON WEEKENDS from Croydon chSV.
FiRST or: 2nd August I363.
Name modified from London Weekend to LWT from mid I9i'3.

THAMES TELEVISION - .
Combined ABC {5 I31} and Rediffusion (43%} consortium granted a London weekday
franchise on I l’dr lune IRE? to start on 33th July 1363.
LONDON WEEKDATS from Croydon chSV.
FIRSTtx: 33th qy I963.
525 UHF Colour introduced from Crystal Palace ch23I-I on I5th November 1969.
On |+Sth October ISSI announced station to be replaced by CARLTON TV from
lstianuary |991
LAST Dr: 3Ist December I931.

YORKSHIRE TELEVISION
Telefusion Consortium, along with backing of another contender Yorkshire ITV Ltd.
granted a seven-day franchise for the new Tori-(shire region, previousfy part of the
former North region. on I lth june I361 to start in July [963. -
YORKSHIRE from Emley Moor‘ch lflV.
FIRST DE: 2% july |953.
615 UHF Colour introduced from Emley Moor ch-II'H on ISth November ”69.

NEW PROGRAMME COMPANIES announced on 23th December ”'3
to soar: fi'am Istjannaiy 1932 '

CENTRAL (INDEPENDENT) TELEVISION
Company restructured from ATV Network.
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FIRSToe Istjanuary i931.

TV SOUTHI'I'VS
Television South (and South East Communications) appointed to replace Southern
Television. SOUTH AND SOUTH EAST ENGLAND
FIRSTDt: Istlanuary l982.
Announced station to be replaced by Meridian TV on Ifith October I99| to start
Istjanuary E993.

TSWI'I'ELEVISION SOUTH WEST
Appointed to replace Westward Television.
SOUTH WEST ENGLAND.
FIRST Dc August E931 continuing as WESTWARD TELEVISION, then from Ist
january I932 as TSW. _
Announced station had lost franchise to WEST COUNTRY TELEVISION on Ifith
October I99I, to start Ist janm E993.

TV AM
Breakfast service, NATIONAL between {ISM-D9. l5 (later 09.25}.
FIRST Tx: Ist February i933.
Announced on Ifith October l99 l  station had iost franchise to Sunrise Television.
to start Ist januarglr I993.

NEW PROGRAMME COMPANIES announced ”of: October ”'9! to
start Istjanuary'flfl

MERIDIAN TELEVISION
SOUTH AND SOUTH EAST ENGLAND.
FIRSTtx: IstjanuaryI [993.

WEST COUI‘II'I'III‘Ir TELEVISION
SOUTH WEST ENGLAND.
FIRST tit: Ist Innuar}Ir I993.

CARLTON TELEVISION
LONDON.
WEEKDAYS.
FIRSToc: Ist ,Iainuarylr I993.

GMT?
Good Morning Television. re-named from Sunrise ts a consortium backed by LWI'.
NATIONAL bemeen 06.90409.25.
FIRSTtx: Istjanuarf I993.

or trmsnissfon
IE... verficafly polarised tronsnissions
l-l... horizontoly polarised trunsnissions
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The names ofregians shown in capitals are the oflio‘at nan-res given to them by the “‘34, 13A
andll'C.

SOUNDIES AND THEIR (SLIGHT!)
TELEVISION CONNECTION
Grahame L. Nembrrm, B.Sc.

Mechanised musical entertainment in bars and cafes has always proved
popular. Entrepreneurs over the years have introduced coin-operated music
boxes. organs and pianos. Once recording and reproduction of actual artists
became feasible the ‘juke box' was born The next logical step was to add
pictures to the music.

Edison’s interest in films was supposed to have originated from his desire to
provide ldnetescopes with picture and sound but lack of suitable
amplification precluded much success in this direction [an Edison
Ki'netophone' was announced in Spring 1335, but reports suggest that only
45 of them were produced}. In 1396 in Berlin. Dskar Messter presented a
performance of movies with sound to a paying audience using synchronised
discs. Later attempts to provide audio and visual coin-operated
entertainment have had mixed commercial success

I lmow of three commercial attempts at marketing or leasing a ‘picture juke
box’ . The first, in firnerica. based on black 3: white film, began in 1940' and
survived for about seven years: the second, based on Him colour film,
originated in Europe in 1960 and lasted only four years: the third arrived in
the lgflfls, but is laser-disc, not film. based; if you dare to visit a local
refurbished 1therne' pub I'm sure you can spot one!

In 1941] the hfills Novelty Company of Chicago introduced the 'Panaram'
visual juke box. Three minute musical shorts were back-projected via a
series of mirrors onto a screen at the top of the unit. The next film in line
[no choice provided!) was viewed for a dime {1|} cents}. Cost to exhibitors
was E-flt} dollars for the equipment with each reel of eight music subjects
rented for 10 dollars a week. Mills promised operators a take of over 1_ DUI}
dollars a year.

The first film releases were produced by the President's son James
Roosevelt, via Globe Productions The name 'Soundies’ originated from the
distribution company Mills set up in 1941 called ‘The Soundies Distribution
Corporation of America, Inc.'. Globe Productions began production in
Hollywood; by December test} they were also using the Fox-Movietone
studios in Manhattan. Unfortunately production ceased in :1d 1941,
when James Roosevelt joined the Marine Corpsl
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Mills quickly formed their own production company for melting Soundies,
Minoco Productions. Within a year they had formed another -— REM
Productions (Roosevelt, songwriter Sam Coslow and Gordon Mills] These
and one or two other companies were to produce the bulk of the 1,500 odd
musical shorts to be distributed over the next six years to bars, cafes and
roadhouses across USA and Canada. A new reel of eight subjects was

' released each week with additional titles at Christmas and New Year;
Production costs for the musical shorts were kept to a minimum. Few
'name’ stars appeared after the first flurry of activity. Soundtracks were
prerecorded [sometimes by other artistes !} and lack of rehearsals meant
synchronisation was not always perfect. By 1946 Soundies were on their
way out; wartime restrictions, lack of quality and a musicians‘ union
recording ban had all taken their toll. The 19,000 machines in use in 1943
had dwindled to only 2,309 nation-wide. 194': saw the and of the 19405
Soundies are.

Copyright passed to Official Films, Inc. who marketed them for [American]
television and home movies distribution [Gtfioial Films later on represented
in the USA many of the early British made-for-I'I‘trr film programmes; that’s
why prints of Robin Hood, William Tell and so on seen on Bravo channel
often have Official Films end-titles}. in England the icon Pictoreel Films,
Inc. shorts appear to be examples of these Soundies, which were available
in 15mm format from Frank Iessop and on 9.5mm from Pathescope Ltd, who
released 24 popular titles during 1951 and 1952. Satellite channel Bravo
often nses Soundies to fill gaps between programmes and many have been
released on home video tapes in recent years. - '

In 1960 with more modern designs of movie jukeboxes, from the French
company Cameca of St. Denis came the 'Scopitone’ and from Italyr the
'Cinehox’. These used 15mm 19t colour film shorts, Scopitone with
magnetic sound track, Cinebox with optical. Each machine held a
selection of 40 titles. Again a back'projection mechanism was used,
necessitating prints being produced reversed compared to normal 16mm
standards. In the Cinebox the optical sound track [Eafps] was scanned
some frames ahead of the picture head. The TV-sise picture was produced
from a 12 volt, 100 watt lamp via a rotating prism arrangement. The
machines looked quite impressive, and quality was excellent. The cost
however was in the region of £1,400.

Although initial music subjects were imported from Europe, by 1951 most
originated in the UK, many produced in London by De Lane Lea Ltd.
Artistes included flClCBI' Bilk, Vince Hill, The Raindrops and Eden Kane,
whilst glamour was provided by the Boscoe Holder dancers and Fay Craig.
Unfortunately the machines were rather complicated and a film break could
cause havoc! With the unreliability, copyright complications and a lower
take because of the extra cost [one shilling per play, compared to half this
for a normal juice box] the distribution company, Filmvision Ltd., retired
from the scene in 1964. Larry Pearce of LGP Cine obtained hundreds of
titles and reperforated them to 9.5mm sound. The pictures were then. the
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correct way round but sound sync. was still wrong, although this did not
always notice. Copies still turn up and add a spot of colour to 9.5mm sound
shows. About adosen of these titles were released in the UK by Heritage
Films in Std 3mm sound [with correct sound syncl] in colour and black 8:
white versions.

So film collecting can provide yet another slice of history with good
examples of past attempts to produce music and pictures at the drop of a
coin.

BBC TELEVISION INTERLUDES '-
A couple of letters have come in recently raising queries about the short
films shown by BBC as {illers and to cover hrealas in continuity. it 's not
clear when they were last used, perhaps some time in the 1960s. Certainly
a few were made in colour. Some reader feedbacle would he most welcome
— meanwhile here is a very tentative listing of these films. it would he
useful to add the title of the music used where applicahle. A descriptive
article on Interlude films was printed in issue l-‘l of this magazine {pages
23.29). =
Angel Fish Banks of Stream
Bird Rock Bonfire
Church, M11 and Stream Glider
Gooney Birds Harp
Kaie teur Fall Kitten
Loch Reflection Needlework
Palm Beach - Ploughing
Potter’s Wheel [there is a rudeluntransmittable spoof of this film as well!]
River and Birds Road Works
River Toy Hacks and Seagulls
Rough Sea and Racks Sandyr Shore
Seascape Self-playing Piano
Spinning Wheel Up River
Toyshop Ishtar Wheel
Windmill - say more???

{Most of these have been repeated on television in recent years but not all.
If anyone has good, clear recordings of titles shown in italics, please get in
touch with the Editor! We could then put together a complete archive... }

Also used as fillers, but not strictly Interlude films:
London to Brighton in Four Minutes
Interference Suppressor public service announcement [PEA].
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RESEARCH REQUESTS
1. Francis 5. Niemczyk

f enclose a copy {print saoiy too smafl' to reproduce) of the studio
recording schedule for the 196:5 Doctor Who story rThe Power Of The
Daleks', made in the period when studio and recording equipment was
changing from 4US-Iine to 625-Iine in preparation for a tuil {SEE- l ine

service on BBC 1 {and rrv} in 1969. _
The identification for episodes one to five MEN... ) indicates

that they were videotape recordings {VT} for transmission (i) from
4GB-iine source material {4). in the case of episode six, ' SSIGTI... ‘
indicates that it was a 55mm. telerecording (55] for transmission {T},
made from 625-Iine source material {.5}; being fiim, a telerecording
{‘lilrn recording' in BBC parlance} coufd be replayed” as any iine
standard. _

1-r"Ii"hat intrigues me, however, is that the  same telecine channei,
TK 59, was used for running film inserts for both episodes three and  six.
Does this mean that some of the telecine (and teierecording]
equipment of the time could handle both British line standards?
Alternatively, was some of the equipment, originally built for 4GS-line
operation, rebuilt for 625-iine‘ operation as  4BS-iine studio recordings,
and  the telerecording of digs-line Quad tapes for overseas saies,
diminished?

I understand that the BBC's quick puli-down film recorders could
be fitted with a speciai mechanism for recording American 525—Iinerf60
field material, although i do not know whether this was recorded at 24
frames! econd as in the USA, or at the British television standard of 25
iramesisecond In the case of Quad videotape. l- understand some of
the equipment used for sflS-iine operations could be used GEE-line
recordings; this was termed I’Iow band Quad, with an FM frequency of
6.3 MHz, corresponding to peak white for both line standards, and
was used for BEE-line monochrome only. This was superseded by ' high
band' Quad, with on FM frequency of 9.3 MHz, corresponding to 'peak
white', used for 625-iine monochrome and colour recordings.
Apparently, 'Iow band' Quad was suitabie for N.T.S.C. colour
recordings. _

Around 15’88, the BBC'S Marconi 16mm. quick pull-down film
recorders, used by the Corporation to make monochrome recordings,
went to Visnews, and subsequently to Filmatic Film iaboratories, where
they are still in use, but have been adapted for coiour recording; i am
told that Filmatic's clients are very impressed with the quality of these
recordings. The BBC currently uses a film recording system consisting of
an Arriffex BL 16mm fiim camera, which has a 130 degree shutter, in
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conjunction with a shadow-mask colour monitor; in essence, the some
suppressed-field telerecording system used in the 19599. As this is used
for 'off-line' film editing purposes, and not for transmission purposes, the
quaiitv is considered adequate

An interesting phenomenon that l have observed {on quick
pull-down teierecordings) is that picture cuts generallyr exhibit a
'double picture' effect, whilst VT edits [be theyr 'cut' o r  electronic} seem
to exhibit 'clean' cuts. However, some sequences in programmes seem
to have 'cleon' cuts throughout. I assume that the efiect depends upon
which field is recorded on the fi lm first, but would be grateful if
someone could give me a more comprehensive explanation of this. '

l would be delighted to hear from anvone who was involved in
these areas of recording operations, and would be interested to know
whether any' of t he  other old telecine or telerecording equipment has
survived and, if so, where it now resides.

You can contact Francis at 44 Farrer Road, Hornsev, London N3
BLB, aithough we'd like to publish the answers for all to see!

2. Grahame Newnham
Grahame has compiled a detailed fitmographv and discographv of
Evelyn Dull, a ‘bionde bombshell’ star of the T9395 and rtfls. She was
an American nightclub singer who came to Britain as vocalist with the
Ambrose Orchestra. She also appeared in a number of British varietv
films during the thirties and forties and [this is the crucial bit} is noted as
one of the first female performers on high-definition teievision here.

Does anyone know when and for whom? The implication is before the
BBC started its 405-line service, perhaps on Baird’s demonstration
svstem from C rvstal Palace. Answers will be pubiished and passed on.
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News frommmnsummarsmzrs.
Here's a quick taster of some of the goodies you’ll be ahie to see ifyou attend...

It'AlEfDOSCOPE —‘l't-IE MAIN EVENT
Saturday 5rd August 19% ... withers to 1B.flflPIvI

Stourbridge Town Hall

THAhtES TREASURES
its Thames T'v' continues to re-masIer all its otd 2-inch videotapes onto DS, rare escoveries
are being made daily. In late September 1995, achivists discovered a previously-missing Do
Nothdhrst t’cur Set The first episode from the second season was on original title—tine tit” and
has new been transferred to BSiBetacam. In November, an old Cit-209E} tape featuring ail the
demoshests for the original Thames station idents was aiso unearthed. This truly remarkable
discovery assumed when a team of VT engineers noticed a dusty cardboard box sitting in the
attic of the old Thames T‘vr studies at Teddington, near London. Upon exarrinatien another
Cit-2000 reei contained original ABC promo traitors from 1953. Introduced try David Hamilton.
extracts inctude a Sfl-secend ctip from a previously missing Puhiic Eye and Warren Mitchell on
The Eamcnn Andrews Show. Another cv-2ooo had an untransmitted ABC chef for a sitcom _
entilted Baths A finish, starring Betty Driver. All these goodes shouid masters at The Main
Event. -

tH’v‘iTED GUESTS
Whether you know him better-as Worael Gummidw, the hostof thhodunnit or Doctor Who, Jon
Pertwee has enjoyed a versaliie career ranging from variety to dramatic acting. Subject to tinal
agreement, Jon will be joining us to reflect on his achievements during fifty years in 'the
husiness'. To coincide with the release of the forthcoming British Chiidren's it! Research
Guide 19504996, Kaleidoscope also hopes to welcome Biddy Barter. the issuer tong-stanéng
editor offline Peter: More guests wilt be announced at a later date.

i LOVE YOU BOHZO
Members of the public who attendeeI Fishers (if The test Archives ’95 may have noticed the
genlieman who spent all day walking aound carrying a tfimm film print This can contained a
missing 1965 episode cfthe gcundhreadng BBC police series 2 Cars. its discovery came too
late for inclusion in fast year's schedule, but Kaieidoscope will he re-screening this rarity tor the
first time in thirty years at the Main Event before it is returned safely to the BBC archives.

'i Love You Booze” was written by Keith Dewhurst and features Stratford Johns in his
farrutiar role as lltli. Shades Badow assisted by the ccnstabies of the Z-hficlier cars. The
episode aso features George A. |Cooper, Reginad Marsh and Jack Woclgar.

AHDROlitEDh RISING _
that witnessed new deveicprnents in Science Fiction tetevisien with the arivai of Juhe Christie
as hndrorreda: the 'wornan' created by a Mr based upon extra-Eneshial instruction. it
ForAndiomeda combined powerful drama with serious scientific insight. Untorbrnateiy, only
certain sequences remain including twenty minutes from the final episode, the rest having been
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wiped in the 1 hills. The Main Event gives you an opportunity to view all the swviving material
from this influenh'al seven-part BBC serial.

CHILDREN'S HOUR
Are you sitting comfortably? in which case we can begin... Unce upon a time titers were lots of
children's W programmes that nobody had played with for many yea's. Then along came
Kaleidoscope who brought them best: to life. Join Report The Hear: the animd hotel at
Badgers Bend, Hartley Hare and Pig at Picnics, hhrmlie and the inhabitants of Cloppa Castle
for an hour of magical fun.

COHTACT HAS BEEN ESTABUSHED _
Empty streets. silent switchboards. quiet pubs; the stillness that accoaanied each episode of
Nigel lineale's the Quatennass Experiment was uncannily like something the Professor
himself would investigate. Such was the impact of this Saturday night thriller. that it brought
ordinary life to a standstill and has revolutionised the treannent of science fiction on television
ever since. tic longer was it a genre worthy of ridicule; the Guafennass trilogy made SF "grow
up'. Tragically, the final four episodes were never recorded due to a BBC strike. but the
surviving two instalments wiil he screened by Kaleidoscope in August. Talia this the
opportunity to see this landmadr drama, which is untilreiyto he rebroadcast.

irlDRE COMEDY...
Alter the unprecedented success of Hunt Maire trle Laugh in 1995. The Main Event will also
use its Second Room to highlight light entertainment and music shows. Roger lvloore guests on
Mainly Millicent Dad's Annydo the floral dance on the 19i5 Fioyat Variety Pen'onnance; share
a 19T3 Christmas with Man About The House; discover illhodonnit? with the skill of a
hlasterspyc endure Life With Cooper and go to Buclrlnghan Palace with Stepfoe And Son.
Other highlights shouid include the final monochrome Father Deer Father: Wood And Walters
and The Golden Shot Alt the perennial favourites like David Hilton. Bruce Forsyth and Frankie
Howerd will be lurkingto bring more unique humour.

...MORE MUSIC! .
Swing your pants to artistes inciuding Madness. ltate Bush, Pan's People. Eighth Wonder. Dire
Straits and The Beaties who all appear on Top (if The Pops, Hazzamafaza, The Tube.
Rocksfage. Gas Tank. Revolver: 5.5 Special and Big Beat 54. Punk, rock, folir, ska: whatever
your musical taste, our wider range of music programmes for 1395 will have something for you.

NEWS lti BRIEF
Edward Woodward is Cation: Alfred Eurtre returns as Manner; Patrick lrcoohan in Sergeant

- triusgrave’s Dance; a shot in the dark for Hine; forensic investigation uncovers the Hidden
Truth; Kenneth Haigh strives to he the Men At The Top; an unlransmitted No Hiding Place;
Rupert Davies is Georges Sirnenon‘s Maigrefand. we prettct, Zodiac.

CONTINUE? CDRflER
in response to numerous requests. in 1995 Kaieidoscope will be devoting pat of its
progantme to the appreciation of old tetavision idents. trailers and continuity links. As well as
the ABC traits mentioned elsewhere {see themes Treasures} it will also feature footage
from lite opening night of IT‘v', a fragment of a 1955 edition of ATV Today and linking
sequences from a 1954 evening of ATli programming. There will doc he a chance to see
{almost} every lTlrl company ident that has been broadcast since 1955 {we did say almostl}.
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THE onetrszmon
HALEIBDSCOPE is a voluntary organisation, formed in 1933. of dedicated vintage Tit
enthusiasts. Alt pro-seeds from our events are given to charity - irt 195:6 Kateidoseope is
supporting the Royal National Lifeboat Institution who will be there in person to accept your
donations.

flue to our oopyright agreements, entrance to Tire Main fleet is FREE. itotuntay

donations to out nominated drarity are welcomed. Doors open taste, prog'anroe starts
19.30.

till programme are prouisiorta‘ and subiect to oopyright clearances.

J-OiN OUR MAttiNG LtSTt
SEND FOUR STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPES TO

53 OLD PARK ROAD, DUDLEY, WEST MIDLANDS, D‘t’t SHE.

e-mail: kaleidos@petiord.demon.oo.uk
Worid Wide Web: httpzihvww.serueeorrdapetiordiiraleidosikathpirtml

FLEASPEAK - the vernacular with
altered meaning that vendors speak at flea
markets!
Apologies to those of you who don't haunt the tieamorkets and boot
sales for the kind of electronic iunque [that’s high-class junk} aiso
known as boatanchors; you won't find this very interesting but I've got
to say this compendium reatly made me chuckle. It originated in the
Boatonchors newsgroup on the Internet and is due to radio hams
WBZR, K9CH, W962, WfldMNF and probably others who aren‘t
ocknowtedged. -

Fieaspeok English Translatlo n

Worked last time i turned it on ..... it don? wart: now.
it has a problem with [...] ..... ihe setter oniy mentions this because its
obvious to the most cosuoi observer: i"here are other probtems of
course. but you can’t see them.
it has a MINOR problem with {.4 The setter couidnt fix it. either
because the cost was prohibitive, he drain? have the expertise or parts
are unavariobie. {Good tuck hjgurthg out which.) -
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Works great! .. . { a }  its marginaiiy functronai or {b} the seiier' rs iyrng.
in either case caveat emptor:
This rig puts out a BIG signa[.. . i t s  55' kHz wide.
This is a really good CW rig ..... it doesn’t work on $35.
This is a realiv good 383 rig ..... it doesnt‘ work on CW:
This is a reallv good rig it doesnt work on CW or $33.
The transmitter is outstanding it doesn‘t receive.
The receiver is reallyr hot ..... it doesn't transmit.
This rig is reailv hot its stoien.
It seems to be a vintage regenerative'tvpe it oscriiates.
1 just re-tubed it ..... Got 'em from auestionabie used tube stock.
| just al igned it The siugs on the transformers are jammed
Idon‘t know ii it works ..... it doesnt work, prohahiy never has.
It doesn't chirp... . it doesnt chirp because it doesn’t transmit.
The audio sounds g rea t .  .. The iffli buzz'rs faithfuiiy reproduced
I just had it serviced ...... isprayed WG-40 over off the wiring.
it comes with the original box ...... Just brush out the iritty Ilitter and
hoid your nose when you open it.
Better buv it now, cause it won't last hio transiation needed
Sure, it works at fuil power it sucirs off it can from the waii
This rig has wide frequency' coverage it drh‘ts up and down and
out of band
Frequencv stabilityr is great The UFO doesn‘t worit - youii have to
use crystais.
Real popular rig in its day There were whoie HF nets on the repair
and maintenance probiems. _
OST magazine gave this one a reallv great review The ianguage
broke new ground for profanity:
it might need a bit of tweaking ..... Marconi himseif couidn‘t his it, much
iess airgn it.
It was used in government service it was stored outdoors on a
wooden paiiet.
The dial drive may need lubricating The years are stripped and the
setscrewrs frozen.
1 plugged it in to check that it lights up The fight came from the
two foot high flames.
I'm selling it because i have two of them hm getting rid of my
‘joorts‘r radio.
You won't find one at a better price ..... Better from the point of view of
the seiier.
This is a coilector’s i tem ..... The manufacturer Jiust went beiiy-up and
wont honour the warranty: '
It came from an estate sale ifvou have anyprohiem take it up Ivvith
the (iate) owner:
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I had it on the air just last night And you thought the woodpecker
was gone.
It worked iast time | used it ..... it it strii worked i'o'stiii be using it.
The only iightning damage was a fuse ..... The oniy Tightnmg
damage irecognrsed was a fuse.
i have the [...] somewhere. I'll send it to you ..... You can bet youiii
never see the {In}. '
I'il help you carry it to the car ..... ‘ i'ii do anything to uniood this
boatanchor.
It works OK on 30 meters ..... it had some parasitics but i got in and
reaiiy screwed it up and nowi want to unioad it.
The tubes used by this rig are worth the asking price ...... The rig uses a
rare .7360 beam deflection tube for a baianced moduiator, but it‘s
bio wn and youti spend $80 to get a new one.
This is the rig of my dreams; i really wanted one of these as a kid, but
now <sniti> i‘ve got t o  let it go  As i’ve gotten oider, i’ve iearnea'
what a hunkay’unic it is.
The signal quality of this rig was easiiy recognisable in its day Yes,
the high distortion and bad auoiio quickiy tb'enhiiied this rig on the air.
This r ig wiil bring back the feelings and  atmosphere of vintage ham
gear The bypass capacitors to the AC iine put enough voitage on
the chassis to give you a shock h:- the iios through the microphone, and
it smokes so bad when you turn it on that youii probabiy start coughing
and wheerrhg.
I‘d keep this baby, but my wife is making me cieon everything out
i hhaii y got around- to givrhg this thing the pro verbiai heave-ho.
There are a couple of other peopie interested in it ..... Someone sat on it
to tie his shoeiaces white waiting past the tabie.
You'd better buy it now, because I'm ieaving soon
The previous buyer and his brother, Guide. are heading back toward
the tabie and they arent smiiing.

Now here’s something to ponder (yet another gem #0111 the
Internet}

While sitting at my desk here at NASA ISC, a co—worker asked me: "In
space, could you break the glass and have the tube still work?"
, Iguess if i t  was outside the cabin, the tube would still work Anyone
know for sure? Is space a perfect enough vacuum? {One co-worker told me
space is a more perfect vacuum than anything produced here on earth]
Wouid the tube perform better with a better vacuum? — Ben Half

The repiyfi‘om John Martin ran:
Assuming nothing else was damaged, they should. Somewhere I recently
read that the pressure found at an orbit of 125 milesiflflflkm is around lflE-fi
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Torr, which is not extremely good as vacuum tubes go, but probably typical
for old tubes like from the 205 or 305. A really 'hard' vacuum, such as that
found in more modern transmitter tubes, goes a lot lower than that, but is
the result of careful design, materials selection, and process control, along
with time—consuming work at bombardingfheating and driving out residual
gas molecules before seal-off. The higher the orbit the better the vacuum,
and in interstellar space the mean free-path length between gas molecules
can be a metre or more if memory serves me right... truly an ultra-high
vacuum where an 'envelopeless tube' should work really well.

Chuck Penson then more: _
Quality of the vacuum notwithstanding, what effect would the considerable
intensityr of radiation have on the performance?

John Martin replied: Overall, I think a 'tube tyme' structure would he more
resistant to radiation damage over time than solid state devices are. But
radiation still could be a factor depending on the application, and shielding
might be appropriate.
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lNFORMAIION SOUGHT
Could anyone in 405 Alive-land identify the'Ernitron camera pictured?
As can be seen, it's not quri‘e the ordinarv model {pictured here at
Ealing film Studios in 1939). ltd seen this camera before on 'Pebbie Milt
at One' in the earlv i9i'fls. it seems to turn up from time to time... but
what are its antecedents?

A close inspection of the picture reveals what looks like a large
fan at the rear. The camera's mounted on a jig with. quite a narrow
angle of movement. The front has some sort ol slot arrangement {for
iights or perhaps a caption-card holder?) The whole ensemble gives
the impression of a 'streamlined‘ tutoristic version of the standard
Emitron. Also, it looks in extremely good condition. The message stuck
on the front of the camera reads An Emitton studio camera. on a
semtltnobrte pedestalr known as the tron Man“ as used at Atexandra
Palace. Not very informative, and rather misleading!

The camera looks as if it's sitting on a doilv. So where did this
camera operate? Was it indeed used at AF or was it a BBC Design Derst
test model, or something used in training? l’m guessing here. Perhaps
the camera was used solely tor captions or in a presentation studio
where it needed to operate immobiie for extended periods, hence the
cooling fan. Or perhaps the camera's inst a film studio dummy, with no
electronic parts. it vou know better then please tell us all...

DlCK‘t’ HOWElT

but If _ so: utvl tea. a:



What is Television Chronicles? It's an 80-page quarterly geared for TV
addicts. Collectors and scholars. Each series profiled is represented by
an in—depth article on its history and evolution. along with a
complete episode guide featuring lwhere applicable and available]
the original air dates, complete cast listings and writer and director
credits. There are exclusive interviews. book reviews. and of course.
many photos. some of which are quite rare. So find out what all the
excitement is about.

"I really like Television Chronicles. . . Great fun and Full of
information that's hard to find elsewhere.“

Leonord Mott's-h -— Aoifior ond Howie Coho

The raves keep on coming! Find out what ail the excitement's about.
80 pages of series profiles. episode guides. exclusive interviews. book
reviews and photos- 'lhe shows you can't forget and the shows you
hardly remember. The ones that were on before you were born and
the ones that were cancelled last season. Something for everyone.

Subscriptions are $20 {$35 in Canada; $42 International] for four
quarterly issues; back issues are 5?.50 [$9 Canada; 313
internationail; and a sample of our current issue is $6. 50 [5150
Canada $12 international}. Just send a check or money order along
with your vitals to:

Television Chronicle's
10061  Riverside Drive #1? !
Toluca Lake CA 91602
USA.

Email Wehronfiaierniegeneralnet

Please allow six to eight weeks for delivery. _
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And Finally...
a chuckle or two

idries Shah, in one of. his books, listed the stages of Western criticism of
newthings. They went something like this:

1} it is impossibie.
2} It is possible, but useless.
5) It is useful — but we knew about it all aiong.
“Criticism," he  writes, "can then stop.‘

] WAI'JT MY MTV: There was the story about the British couple who had sex as
times for a documentary, and the cameras were everywhere. And i mean everywhere,
inside and out. Then there was the Massachusetts guy who went on a hunger strike,
trying to force the [coat cabie TV operator to carry a 24—hour Portuguese channel at
no charge. And the Ohio judge that not only sentenced a murderer to death, but
ordered that the execution be shown on TV. And, of course, the naked man who ran
across the TV weather map during a live news broadcast — and accidentaliy fell off
the map when he tried to jump fi‘om Scotland to Northern Ireland. TV is a part of the
world culture; with IRUE going to nearly lflfl  countries, I guess it's no surprise that
Toronto CityTV's hierfiofefew'sron program, which is carried in the US. on cable's
Bravo Channel, would run a segment on ibis is True. The piece has been running in
the US. over the past several days; welcome to viewers who managed to figure out
how to subscribe after seeing me there! All of the TV stories above are in Volume 1
of the lists is This coliection, available now. So if you want the rest of  the story on
each of  these cases, you know where to go: the next paragraph!

How can we send youTRUE online FREE? It's fimried by book sales: Vol. I has
nearly acc- stories & headlines from FRUEs first year. We would GREATLY
appreciate your showing support by getting a copy. E-mait TrueInfo-‘fit eeconteorn
with the subject BOOK for more details. Limited Edition Hardback aiso available! I

TO RECEIVE THIS is TRUE“ regularly by email for no charge, send e-mail to
iistserv@nctcom.com with the message: "subscribe this-is-true“ {without quotes) --
please: nothing else on the line. To UNSUB SCRIBE or for HELP subscribing, e—mail
this-is—true—approval@netcom.corn; a human will help you. Our web site:
_http:ifwww.fi'eecont. comfii'meHome
"This is True" is a trademark of Freelance Connnunications.

Gross. i know...
Did you hear the wonderful story of the bar in Aberdeen which has
installed perspex-encased video screens at the bottom of the urinals?
Before you pop into the gents for a pee, you ask the person at the bar

' to put on a video of the person you most dislike.
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"The basic difference is that women are mostly centred on relationships
with people while men can establish deep relationships with thrhgs.
And, one hopes, with people too. As for the women who have recentiy
been written about who-won't allow a wonderful new boatanchor into
the house, they should be glad their man is not into coliecting military
vehicles {although i suspect there are some out there, like me, with
interests in both areas).

"I've joined a lot of clubs and associations just to get to go to
their swap meets. Based on close observation the range measured In
units of TWDH (total weight dragged home} begins with watch
collectors at one end and miiitary tank collectors at the  other. in
between, you got your wood radios, metal radios, airplanes,
motorcycles, trucks, etc.

"Anyway, given the recent discussion on wimmen and junk, i
thought the following personai revelation might be appropriate.

" i  met this woman at a friend's party. interesting, smart,
producer of her own radio programs. So we had a few dinners
together and she told me of her interests and l of course mentioned a

' certain passing interest in radios. But it's, Eike, you know, hard to really
paint the full word picture so I'm always kinda alert during the first visit
to my piace, and especiaily the bedroom [only as part of a generai
tour, you understand} where the Heavy iron dwells.

_ "This woman entered the room, stopped short, was siient for a
moment, and said: ‘Oh! You realiy are serious about radios!’

"Which, i thought, pretty much sums it up."
— Dick Drifmah {spotted on the

Internet)

1"How strange — indeed, how perverse —- to weep for a machine! Even one with as
complex and temperamental a personality as the Mark I..."

' Arthur C. Clarke

.:. ivlost viewers are complaining not about picture quality but about
- TV viewing content. For this reason all this HDTV effort is doomed "to

failure. thoias Negroponre. director of the Media Lab at
Massachusetts fhsrri'ure of Technology:

as They say your memory is the second thing to go. But I can‘t remember what the
first “as

e The first documented on—air utterance of the '1“ word occurred i n
1946 — in the USA of course. A stage technician got rammed in the
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burn with one of those rnolti—zitlion condiepower lights needed book
then. On or children's show, no less.

a. Hydrogen and Stupidity.r are the two most eonanon elements in the universe.

a? If t he  weother we ore having is o resuit oi the greenhouse effect,
then someone must have token out all the gloss. —John Faeries.

“About 20 years ago an older 1&d called me to inquire if I was interested in purchasing
her radio, and when I was finallyr thread to make an offer {Atwater Kent model 40] the
sharp response was: “There‘s no way I would sell it for that. Great Grandpa listened
to the Civil 1War {war behueen the states} reports on it. "

“I then told her it was truly valuable and she should never sell it. After all time
machines are extinct now.” ~ Biff Moore (in the H.514).

“What politicians- and bureaucrats cannot stand about the internet is that it has

— Mott Haney, Sandor retegmph
absolutely no role for diam.“

l
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ANTIQUE RADIO
W1:1L:h£1N_F . - -

l lfl lfl  D' I IDEI  l EIETfllJ-‘l

CATALOGUE Nu. 1.1.994 “Ex Lihris"
FROM THE DAWN 1'0 THE MARI-CON! RADIO:

ACOLLECTION OF BUCKS. CATALOGUE, HANDBODKS,
TECHNICAL SCHEMES, DOCUMENTS AND ILLUSTRATIONS

THAT NARRATE
THE HISTORY 0F TELECDM MU NICATIDNS.

—A BIBLIOGRAPHIC EESEA RCH IN THE INTERNATINAL
PUBLISHING FIELD-

CATALGGUE IS  NOW AVAI LAB LE
It  cans tifutes a Unique Guide.

A bibliographic researd1 made by Antique Radio Mgazine in the
Itaiian and foreign publishing field that aims to collect all whathas

been printed and is new avaiiable on the hi story of
telecammunicalions.

A reiiable reference pemt for coiiec'tors cif vintage Eadie. Teiephene,
Gramphone Tell-n. 15mm, Iuke-Bax"

THE CATALOGUE Is EvaimELE UPON REQUEST. PLEASE SEND
LIT. 5E1) m COVER POSTAGE COST; TO MUSE EDIZIONL VIA

305cc: 4, 3mm MASER {maven} 1mm.

P5. In use {If an! er please centact us In: payment and packing'and
bunk-rate shipping cost.

E/Zfi
EDIZIONI

ma Hoses, 4 - 3mm MASER nu} - Fax 042339-2- H.335
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Exclusive merchandise from
Kaleidoscope. ..
Raiders '95 saw the publication of the long-awaited second edition at
our British i'eievisrhn Comedy and tight Entertainment Eesearcii Guide
1950-1995. Containing listings to both transmission dates and archive
holdings for most comedy, music and variety series screened over four
decades this edition is considerate-iv revised and expanded to over 500
pages. It wilt prove an essential research tool to anvone with an
interest in vintage television. Remember, the second edition of The
British Teie vision Drama Pesearcii Guide i950- i995 is also out now!

Kaleidoscope also oilers vou the chance to buy a limited-edition
original pre-recorded video release at me Avengers designed
exciuslvelv tor the ii’ties Video chain. Containing two re-mastered
Diana Rigg episodes [Haven Never Say Die and Murdersviiie) in a
speciallv designed box. the tape boasts excelient picture qualitv
although we ought to point out that the hi-fl sound reproduction is
rather quiet. However. this tape was never designed tor retail
sale [rental only} and is now a much-sought collectors" item which
we can otter at the very reasonable price at £9.50 including
postage and packing. Other Kaieidoscope merchandise is
available at our events and can also he ordered by post.

Reference Guides:
Teleiantasv Transmission Datosiilrchive holdings £0.00
British ietevision Drama Research Guide 1950-1995 £30.00
British Comedy it Light Entertainment Research Guide 1050-1005 £30.00
A Kaieidoscope File: Robin 01‘ Sherwood £5.50

Videos:
in eitemoon With Brian Clemens. exclusive interview - 75 minutes £11.00
it Teievision Pioneer: iiudolptt Cartier, exclusive interview - 40 minutes £3.50
The Avengers: iievec Never Say Die plus Mordetstiiie £9.50

Magazines:
1995 British Shakespeare Television Festival brochure (8 pages} 1905 £1.25
Convention magazine (55 pages} £4.50

Send cheques or postal orders. payable to Kaleidoscope,
to 93 {ild Park Road, Dudley, West Hidlands, 0'1"! 3llE.
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CAN YOU HELP
‘ WITH A

COLOSSAL
PROJECT?

You've doubtless heard of Colossus. arguably the world‘s first
programmable computer, installed during World War it at Bletchley
Park. Used for decoding German secret messages. it has been described
as ‘the machine that won the war’ and now 5% years on, a dedicated,
unpaid and unsponsored team is constructing a complete working replica
using authentic components. They are making excellent progress 1too

(you can see the machine on regular open days) but they are running
out of...

No, they’re not asking for money. they need VALVES, valves and
more valves! And then some more.

Can you donate any of the following? New or used items equally
welcome... pick-up arranged if you cannot manage delivery.

EF36, EFB? {W53}, EF3?A
6J5 triodes GT! C thvrotrons

Special surface-mount bokelite valve hoses for BS valves (P.O. type
16, 600 needed of these alone}, for Octal valves {PI}. type 2113.)

and for 307 volves.(P.0. type UY5)
Seven jEI-volt, IOU-amp and ten 6-volt, IDB-omp transformers.

these items we needed to recreate a erode! part of Britain’s
heritage. If [ill eon help by team; (er even seiflna at dissent

prise} anyofthese Heals, pleaseeentaet '
tour SALE en 01131-311133.

Please don’t leave it to someone else, they’re relying
on you! '
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THE TEST CARD CIRCLE -
This societyr was founded in 1989 with less than twenty members.
Since then i t  has grown in membership to almost one hundred, and
has certainly grown in stature. The various broadcasting authorities
acknowledge the wealth of information and expertise possessed by
the membership, and regularly refer inquiries direct to the society.

All aspects of television trade test transmissions are included within
the interests of The Circle: Test Cards and patterns, accompanying
music, slides and still pictures, Service Information bulletins, Trade
Test Colour Films, .and, of course, the dear old BBC Demonstration '
Film.

A quarterly 48-page magazine is issued which contains lively
and interesting articles on all of these topics. Each Spring, a
convention is held in the little market town of Leominster, where
members can meet for a delightful weekend of wonderful music
and pictures, good companionship, and pure nostalgia. I t  is also a
great deal of fun. There are usually guest presenters at the
convention, and in 1994  these were Andrew Emmerson, of 405
Alive, and broadcaster Tony Currie, formerly of Scottish Television
and Radio Clyde. We also had the honour of the opening
announcement being specially recorded for us on video by Sylvia
Peters. Sylvia and BBC continuity announcer David Allen also
recorded in-depth interviews for us on video.

Previous guests have included Steve Dstler, john Ross-Barnard and
David Allan. John and David were the two men responsible for
compiling all of the BBC trade tests tapes used between 1959 and
19??, and we were delighted when they accepted Honorary Life
Membership of The Circle two years ago. We were also highly
honoured when Roger Roger, the French musician and composer,
whose music has been used during BBC trade tests since the mid
fifties, agreed to become Patron of The Test Card Circle in 1992.

if you are interested in this fascinating subject, write to the
_ Secretary, Doug Bond, 98 Great North Road, Gosforth, Newcastle
upon Tyne, NE3 55?, and if you send a 12.5" it 9" self addressed
envelope with a 43 pence stamp, Doug will be pleased to send you
a sample copy of the Circle's magazine.
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TREASURES IN TRANSITION
This is the area for buying and selling all kinds of things to do with television. new or
old. Want to join inl'nien send us your advertisement there is no charge. although
if space is short we may have to 'prune‘ out the least relevant adverts or hold them
over until next time. Advertisements are normally inserted for two issues: please
indicate if you wish your ad. to run longer. There's no extra charge but we try to
avoid repeating 'stale' material.

WHATS IN AND WHAT'S l(MIT ._
These advertisements are primarily for private sales but traders are also welcome.
The Business Advertisements {Disclosure} Order of I??? requires people who are-
commercial dealers to make this fact clear in their advertisements. The letter {T} at '
the-end of an advertisement indicates that the advertisement is ‘trade' and {NS} that
the advertisement has been placed by a non-subscriber. Any lob advertisements are
bound by the Sex Discrimination Act . l9l'5 and the Age Discrimination Act, H93".

Test card music and old W programmes are is subject to the same rules of
copyright as other recorded works and it is unlawful to sell amateur or professional
recordings of same. Swapping same for no gain is probably not illegal but 435 Alive
does not want to test the law on this subject so we will only accept advertisements
from people who will indemnify us in this respect.

PLUGS NEEDED
If you are selling any electrical appliance without a plug on it, you are breaking the
law. The Department of Trade and industry has announced that domestic electrical
appliances manufactured in or imported to the UK must be fitted with a correctly
fused lit-amp plug. We sugest items sold as antiques should be exempt so long as
they are clearly marked “Collector’s item. not to be connected to the mains without
examination by a competent electrician".

IHPORTAHT DISCLAIMERS
1. Whilst care is taken to establish the bend fides of advertisers. readers are strongly
recommended to take their own precaution before parting with money in response
to an advertisement. We do not accept any responsibility for dealing resulting from
these advertisements. which are published in good faith. That said. we will endeavour
to deal sympathetically and effectively with any difficulties but at our discretion.
Fortunately we have had no problems yet. In related collecting fields. replicas and
reproductions can be difiicult to identify. so beware of any items 'of doubtful origin'
and assure yourself of the authenticity of anything you propose buying. And try to
have fun: after all, it's only a hobby!
2. Much of the equipment offered for sale or exchange does not conform to
present-day safety and electric standards. Some items may even be lethal in the
hands of the inexperienced. This magazine takes no responsibility for these aspects
and aslts readers to take their own precautions.

STANDARDS CONVERTERS. See issue I? for a construction article and the
review of the Dinosaur Designs (David Grant} product in issue l9. Pineapple 'v‘ideo
have ceased production of their converter. Note also David Looser's advertisement
in this section for a conversion service.
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HODULATOBS. Two designs for modulators have been published in Television
mayzine - see issue I of 405 five. pages lilil i. We don’t recommend either design
for new constrictor: but we can supply photocopies at lllp a page. Alternatively you
can buy ready—-lruilt modulators from Dinosaur Designs {probably the best product}
or from ’Wilfried Meier and David Newman.

COMPONENTS. Here is a brief list of suppliers; you can have a much extended
swoopage list by asking for FAQ SHEET 3 and sending one first-class stamp and a SAE
to the editorial address. Host valves and other components are not hard to find: we
use mention Biliington Export {filiflS-i'fldidl, {SD minimum order}, Coiomor
Ltd [fllfll-HS‘ 0399}, Kenzen {Bill-446 4346}, Wilson Valves (01434-654650.
seem}. Sound Systems of Sufiollt {ilHTZ-fliifl) and PH Components
{Did-Sfiflfill}. A good non-commercial supplier of hard-to-ilnd types is Phil
Taylor, 3 Silver Lane. Billingshurst, Sussex. RH14 GRF. For hard-to-find transistors
we have heard of AOL Technology (BREE-34H! l} The Semiconductor
Archives {filBl-fi‘irl EOE], 1'Il'ectis Components Ltd. {DlFGS-eE‘JBBS} and
Universal Semiconductor Devices Ltd. (fll494- NIEBE}. NB: Several of these
firms have minimum order levels of between ill} and £26. For American books on
old radio and W, also all noun-er of spares, try Antique Radio Supply, {phone iii]
l-EDZ-BID 54! l . fax Gil L602 320 4643}. Their mail order service is first-class and
they have a beautifiil free colour catalogue {or is it color catalogi}. Would you like
to recommend other firms! if you think a firm gives good service please tell us all!

SERVICE DATA. The following firms are noted, and don't iorget the annual
volumes W 3: Radio Servicing' at the public library.
Mr Bentley. 2'! De‘llere Gardens, llford,‘ Essex, lGl 3E3 {MEI-554 1563i}.
Thousands of technical manuals and service sheets. Highly recommended.
Alton Bowman. dill}! East Avenue, Camdaigua, NT [4424-9564, USA. Schematics
for all USA radio, T‘v', orgn, etc. equipment l‘i‘lfl—lfifl.
Hamitron Technical Services. 3 Cherry Tree Road, Chinnor, Orton, OX9
4Q‘l'., {fll344-351694, fax Old-14352554]. Photocopies of old service sheets, other
technical data.
Savoy Hill Publications. [5 Meddon Street, Bideford, Devon, E169 EEQ
[MEN-424230}. Large library of service data for photocopying. fixed price means
you may get a lot — or not a lot — for your money.
Technical Information Services, in Church Street. Laridwali, Lanai-its... “L9 lHF
{01693-383344i833343, fax arses-sewn}, lii'lrlorld's largest selection of manuals,
I93L'Is to current date, British and ioreign'. 1
in addition, 495 Aliver Bernard Mothersill has offered to photocopy {for the cost
of postage) items from his own extensive collection of service sheets for l95fls and
69s Til sets. There are thousands, covering all makes. Write with international reply
coupon plus unstamped sell-addressed envelope to him at 3 Cherryfield Close,

' Clonsilla, Dublin 15, Eire.

HOW TO WRITE CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS THAT WORK
l. Start by mentioning the product or service you are selling or want. By doing so,
you make it easier for the reader. '
2. Always include the price. Research has shown that 52 per cent of people who
read ciasn'fied ads will not respond to ads that fail to mention a price.
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3. Keep abbreviations to a minimum. Will the reader know what a hiBlO? is? if it's a
1956 ll" table model TV, say so!
4. Put yourself'in the position of the reader. is all the information included?

NOTE: Thanks to reierrals and mentions in the press we are now receiving a fair
proportion of advertisements of sets for sale from members of the public. We print
their descriptions in good faith but their descriptions may not be as accurate or as
well-informed as those made by, say, a keen and knowledgeable enthusiast.

A PLEA! V'ihen sending in your advertisement please do put a date on it. We don't
normally type in your advertisement on the day received and instead all small ads go
into a file ready for typing later. But what happens then ii i come across three
undated ads all from the same person and one of them says 'This is my new ad,
please cancel previous ones'l it does happen, so please be kind enough to date your
ad.

IS lT VALUE FOP." MORE?!
it’s unwise to pay too much but it's also unwise to pay too little.

Vflien you pay too much, you lose a little money, that is all. When you pay
too little, you sometimes lose everything because the thing you bought was
incapable of doing the thing you bought it to do.

The common law of business balance prohibits paying a little and getting a lot.
it can‘t be done. if you deal with the lowest bidder, it's well to set aside something
for the risk you run. And if you do that, you will have enough to pay for something
better. {Attributed tojobn Ruskin i 3 i  9-l 900.]

STANDARDS CDNVERSIUN: Available now, a professionally designed unit
for 405 enthusiasts. Prices start around £250 in kit form up to £306 for a
fully— built professional unit. For more information contact me, Dave Grant.
Phone flIEflQ-BSFDEE or through the Vintage Wireless Museum in London.

STANDARDS CONVERSEDN SERWCE: I will convert your SEE-line tapes to
broadcast—standard 405 lines on my digital line-store standards converter.
Free of charge to subscribers of 405 Alive. Please send blank tape {VHS
only] for output and return postage. Input tap-es can be accepted on Philips
woo, ElAI, Videozflflii, Beta or VHS. David Looser, lviaristow, Holbrook
Road, Harkstead, IPSWICH, Suffolk, IP9 13F. Phone arses-323649.
[Publishers note: David’s ofier is a most generous one and users mayr cure to
send him a flee-Hill donation towards his not insubstantial construction costs
as well. There may be a delay in handling conversions ifntanypeopie take up
his mien}

PHILIPS 15in] TE} VHS CBNVERSIGN SERVICE: I have pristine condition
Philips 1500 VCRs newly refurbished clean heads, etc. and offer to convert
any pre--19'i'6 material on 1500 tapes to VHS. Either send tapes [1500 and
your VHS blank plus adequate retina postage] to Neil lngoe, '3’? Gladstone
Avenue, Feltham, Middleseit, TW14 91.] or telephone me on {118 139i] F633.
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AVAILABLE AGAIN: Paste Polishing No. 5. Connoisseurs will know that
this paste is the ideal material for cleaning bakelite and other plastics [even
plastic baths!]. Unlike Erasso and other liquid polishes, it leaves no active
residue, and as it also contains a waxy agent, it also gives a gloss finish.
Paste Polishing No. 5 is the stuff the Post fice used to polish up the old
hakelite phones and is marvellous stuff — ask any user!

Unfortunately the demand for it is reduced nowadays [ET doesn‘t
need it now!], so it is only manufactured at intervals. A batch has just been
made and you can have a carton of 12 tubes for £18.88, post paid and
including VHF. Smaller quantities are not available from Greygate, only in
multiples of 12 tubes. Send your order to Greygate Chemical Company, Fir
Tree Lane, Groby, Leicester, LE8 flFH. [Te]: 8118-282 222?}. and do it today
while stocks are still available!

[If you really want only one or two tubes, smaller quantifies are
available under the name Baykobrite from THE RADIGPIIEE, 'Larlchill",
Newport Road, Woodseaves, Stafford, STEfl GNP.) [T]

REPAIRS: vintage TVs. radios and testgear repaired and restored. Personal
attention to every job and moderate prices. Estimates without obligation —
deal with an enthusiast! [BUWS and BATC member} Please include 38152
with all enquiries — thanks. Dave Higginson, 28 High Street, Misterton,
Doncaster, Yorks, DNlfl 4BU. [T]. Tel: 81422—898288. .

REPfiIRS: vintage TV and radio repair service in the South East by
engineer with 23 years in the trade. Contact Camber 'I'V 8: Video Centre,
Lydd Road, Camber, Sussex or telephone Peter on 91292—225452. 38E with
enquiries please. I also wish to buy early BBC-only TVs. [T].

SALE: Kenaen is having a sale of valves. Most T‘U types available at £1
each. Send wants list and 3.815: for a quotation. Lots of new production
high-voltage electrolytic capacitors too. Kenaen, Unit 9, 18-29 George Street,
Balsail Heath, BIRhflNGl-IWM, BIZ 9RG [9121-448 4348]. For our latest free
lists please send 84 SALE with 38p stamp. We also supply video monitors,
computers, test gear, oscilloscopes, etc at bargain prices for callers. Please
telephone first if you wish to pay us a visit. [T]

FOR SALE: ISA YEARBODKS. Television and Radio for 1922, 1983, 1984,
1988, 198?, 1988. Each 224 pages, stiff card covers, all fine copies, unsold at
time of advertising. £5 each, six for £25. Postage extra. Other broadcasting
books searched for. William Wilson, 3a Derwentwater Terrace, Leeds, 1.38
an. [ons- are 4232] ['I'}.

FGR SALE: Philips 9" table model, late 19495, type with loudspeaker grille
beside screen. Ferranti 12” {'2} table set, 1959s. Both believed complete and
stored in left since taken out of service. Suggest donations £25 to '58 each.
Phone Mark Tassia [NS] on 81489-288881 dayievening.

BUOKS FDR SALE: SEE IT HAPPEN — The Liaising Of lTN. Geoffrey Cox,
1983. Fascinating illustrated history of I'I‘N, £8.
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IT‘l.ir YEARBCUK 1962, £5. -
IT‘Ur ANNUAL 1963, £3. No spine paper. Plenty of studio shots.
WORLD RADIO AND TV HANDBOOK. 1933, 19375, £3 each.
3 CARS ANNUAL, £5.
The Blue Peter Book Of Television. £3 VGC
RCA Receiving Tube Manual, 1966, £5.
IBA Technical Review [2} Technical Reference Book, 191?, £3.
JBA Technical Review {16] A Broadcasting Engineer’s 1Elude Mecum, May
19?3, £3.
Essentials Elf Electricity For Radio and Television [Slurtzherg and
Csterheld]. Pub. McGraw Hill 1956. Illustrated. No dfw, £5.
All books clean and in vgc. Postage £1 per book. Contact Dicky Hewett-
01245  “441811.

FER SALE: National Nit-5136A Cartridge videotape machine, plays BIA}
colour tape with an unusual captive take-up system. Iohn Comer [NS], 55
Hythe Hill, CULCl-IESTER, Essex. CCII ENH [61266-394656].

FDR SALE: two complete Shibaden FPIIJ? bfw vidicon studio cameras circa
19 .76, 625-line with Fujinon 26-166mm C-mcunt room lenses, 5”
viewfinders. All complete with CCU , cables and full manual. They are in
good clean condition but untested. H, V, B, 3 drives needed. {July £56 for
the two. WM‘J'ITHJ: ex-broadcast equipment, anything considered, would be
interested in a vintage-ish GB veln'cle. Steve Harris, ON THE AIR, 42 Bridge
Street Row, Chester, CHI INN. TeUfax 61244-346466. -

FOR SALE: Cable Tester for a CPS Emitron Camera in wooden cabinet,
made by Elufl {of course} ex BBC Til GBs, Birmingham. Needs cosmetic
restoration but a rare relic from an era gone by {and much smaller than
keeping the complete camera!) £25; not big but relatively heavyr so buyer
collects or negotiates delivery point.

Beaver 6: Tapley cassette shelves, ten of these stylish and expensive
items in black ash and chrome-plated steel, each 33" long, as new. You can
store a lot of cassettes on these! £36 the lot and that’s less than they cost
eachi Buyer collects or...

Test Card C generator, as sold last year for £166, with expansion
board so it now has four 465-line patterns {Test Card C, pre-war tuning
signal, pre-war Marconi-M System caption, pre-war 1936 Forbidden to
Charge Admission caption [these chips cost £46 a pattern}. Uncased, 9V
supplied if required. £156 to first luck;r caller. Andy Emmerson,
01504-844130.

FOR SAIEIGIFI‘ TD GOOD HOME: Defiant [Pleasey for Ctr-0p] 1965
463625 dual-standard set, working, with manual. Johnny Clinch G3MJK,
Basingstolce 61256-369439 [NS]. "

FOR SALE: Tandberg colour TV, type CTV 2-2-165, semen 46 x 3?cm,
beautiful wooden cabinet {believed teak], good working order. One of the
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best colour Tits ever made. Modest price. Call Joanna [NS] in central
London, 9121-539 1244.

From: Ken [Gouda <l<wklouda@voicenet.com>
I don't know if this equipment is of any interest or not, but I have an
AMPEX video recording system consisting of a model VRfiiflfl recorder,
model (366459 camera, and a number of 1" tapes on 9 11’2" reels. Everything
seems to have been well cared for. I was told everything works
electronically but there is a drive belt which needs replacing {I have the old
belt}. The recorder is very heavy. It has two handles built. into the case for
two people to carry it! Please let me know if you have any interest, and I
can provide more details. Transhipping it for the USA could be expensive!

FREE to good home: Mk I Redifl’usiou colour set. Hybrid valvelsolid-state,
with spare boards, workshop manual. Free if collected; owner has had it for
22 years but now needs space. Mr Mulligan GaCBA, 49 Springhead Avenue,
Hull, HU5 5H3. [NS]

1t't'AhiTEEl: Recordings from radio programmes of Ted Heath and His Music
from the 1949s. David Bayes, 4 Swallowbeck Avenue, Lincoln, INS EHA
(tel: 91522—633039 evenings]. {NS}

ASSISTANCE WANTED: Does anyone have 16mm telerecordings or
videotapes of the ROYAL VARIETY SHOWS of 1995, 1996, 1962 or 1968?
These are mysteriously missing from the archives of AW and the BBC, and
the Entertainment Artistes’ Benevolent Fund would be delighted to hear of
any show extant — or just sequences of the particular acts featured in these
shows. If you can help please contact Cy Young care of London Weekend
Television, telephone 9121-231 3369, fax 291 3229.

HELP WANTED: BBC radio remake of Dick Barton - Special Agent, episodes
2 and 2. Transmission dates of two BBC television programmes: Plunder,
BBC2 series broadcast mid to late 19595. Particular programs is in Dance
Bands of the 19395, introduced by Roy Plomley. Would he pleased to hear
from anyone with video or sound recordings of any of the Plunder
programmes. Tit date also needed for Sattn'day Night at the Mill, BBC 1, live
magazine-type show from Pebble Mill. This edition broadcast circa 1931,
introduced by Bob Langley and Ienny Henleywitli guests Lena Zavaroni,
Derek Nimmo and Bill W'yman of the Rolling Stones. Another query: on the
BBC video One on I ,  is film of Tony Blackburn at the start er the first day’s
transmission of Radio 1 on 39th September 196?. The narrator refers to the
FM frequency "...reverting to the Light Programme at 2.39pm”. Shouldn’t
this he Radio 2? Were all the networks renamed at the same time? Dave
Young, 53  Fumefield Road, Welwyn Garden City, Herts., All}r 3R}
{91202-325342}. Editor’s Here: People needing-b; dates are adsa'sed that one of
finding out is to consult old copies. of the Radio Times. You can inspect these
in some libraries such as the Westminster Central Reference library, just ofl'
Leicester Square in London, and the Bimringhom Centml Reference library. l
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believe you can have rapid access to the Radio limes in both of these
iocofions.

HELP WfiNTED: Did anyone record the BBC Radio two programme of 143:
May on Eric and Stanford Robinson? Eric was second musical director of
BBC TV of course. Ton}? Clavden, 3131-331 3331.

WANTED: 01d STUDIO LIGHTS. Microphones. DAMIEYER 'SUPER SIX'
4" £1.51 lens. Also WATSON, TAYLOR HGBSDN in any condition for
TURRET MGR OR'ITlICGN cameras. {i.e. fixed focus}. Also required
booksfhrochures on TELEVISION. Contact Dicky Howett 01245-441311.

WfiNTEB: Bush W22 or similar. KudelsulcifNagra model W—S or -SD tape
recorder. Telefunken T12 receiver. Norivoshi Tezuka, 1-11-2433 Hiroo,
Shihuvaku, Tokyo 153. Japan.

WANTED: service manual or circuits for In}; Dynamo ‘Ether Sovereign'
1343 BBC—only television. Also need CRMlEl 12-inch round tube, new of
possible {equivalent to Brimar [:12]. Leslie Hine, Cmnhria 31229-532555“,
534458 .  -
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How 10 Conner 405 AUVE
fire chief glory of everypeopie arises fi-om its authors.

WE WfiNT Ti] HEM! FROM THU!
Letters are always welcome and nearly all of them [unless marked Not For
Publication} get published. lengthy screeds may be edited for clarity.
Electronic mail is also welcome. Address this to
midshires@cir. compulink. co. uk
Advertising rates. Classified: free. Display ads, using your artwork: £5 per
half page, £10 full page. Charges must he pro-paid.
Notes 3: Queries [for publication 1n the magazine]. Keep them coming... and
your answers to them.
Enquiries requiring an individual reply. These are answered when time
permits. You must include a stamped addressed envelope and preferably
also your telephone number {in case it is quicker to telephone a reply].
Please be patient - thanks. _
articles are also most welcome. We get so many good ones that publication
can take up to two years or so, but don't let that deter you. They can
sometimes be held back when we group two or three together when they
support a common ‘theme'.
Payment We're a not-for-profit magazine so sadly we cannot pay for
material. [in the other hand, full-length feature articles do earn the author a
year’s free subscription once published so that's an incentive. You retain
copyright of your article so you are free to offer it — probably in a revised
version - to other, mainstream periodicals to earn some money. At least one
of our contributors does this very successfully.
Bu t ]  can't write like the big names do! Don't worry. We can sort out your
grammar and speling. It's the facts and your ideas that count.
How to submit material. If at all possible, please TYPE your contributions
using a dark, black ribbon. This enables them to be read straight into the
word-processor by a document scanner. Magic! Contributions on computer
disk are particularly welcome and your disk will he returned. We can
handle most variations of IBM PC and CPIM disks in 3.5“ and 5.25" size but
please process your words in some popular word-processing format, ideally
as an ASCII or WordStar file. Through the good offices of Radio Bygones.
we can handle Amstrad PCW and Macintosh disks, but  not BBC format. If in
doubt please ring first on 01604-344130. Thanks. You can now also fax your
letters, ads and articles on 01604-321641

BACK MERE
All stocks of back issues have been sold now, apart from nos. 1f2i3i4
combined edition reprint [£5 post—paid from F1 Falcutt Way. Northampton,
NN2 EPH; cheque payable to Andrew Emmerson].

FAQ FILES
FAQs are frequently asked questions, so we are keeping two files of hills
and their answers ready for printing out on request for readers. These files
will be updated as new information comes in. These two files are already
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quite lengthy and contain material already published, so i t  would not be fair
on established subscribers to reprint them in  the magazine. FAQ file 1 runs
to 24 pages and covers general points about old TV and how to get old
television sets working again. FAQ file 2 is a reprint on all the articles on
test card music and ITV station ident themes; it covers 11 pages. FAQ file 1
costs £3.00 and file 2 costs £2.00 [both post paid}. These prices cover just
the cost of copying and postage plus the horrendous cost of banking your
cheque {63 pence!]. FAile 3 covers suppliers of hard-to-find components
and service data; for this one send one first class stamp and a SAE.
[Available from F1 Falcutt Way, Northampton NN2 SPH; cheques payable
to Andrew Emmerson. ] .

WOULD YOU LIKE YOUR OWN COPY OF 405 ALIVE?
Perhaps you are reading a friend's copy -- now you can‘t wait to receive
your own copy four times a year. Send a cheque for £16 [inland and BFPO}
or a Eurocheque or sterling banker‘s draft for £20 {all other territories} made
out to The Rudiuphile, which will pay for a year's subscription [four issues}.
We regret credit card transactions can no longer be handled. Send money to
"Iarl-chill'', Newport Road, Woodseaves, Stafford, ST20 DNP, not to
Northampton.

TELEPHONE ENQUIRIES REGARDING SUBSCRIPTIONS
You can call the Staffordshire office on MESS-234695 between 00.00-13.00
or 14. 004?. 00 Mondays to Fridays. At other times you will reach an
answering machine. Please do not ring the Northampton [01504] number as
all business details are now handled from Staffordshire.

EXCHANGE PUBLICATIONS
You may wish to contact the following allied interest groups and
publications (please send SAE with all enquiries].

BRITISH VINTAGE WEREIESS SOCIETY: Gerald Wells, Vintage Wireless
Museum, 23 Rosendale Road, London, SE21 EDS.
VINTAGE RADIO CIRCLE. Geoff Williams, 4 Snnnyside Park, St Ives,
Ringwood, Hants., BH24 ZNWE

BRITISH AIvIA'IEUR TELEVISION CLUB: Dave Lawton GflANO,
Grenehurst, Pinewood Road, High Wycombe, Bucks, HPIE 413D.
NARROW BANDW’IH TV ASSOCMTION: Doug Pitt, 1 Burnwood Drive,1Fr'qFollaton, Nottingham, NGB 2D}.
TEST CARD CIRCLE {TV trade test transmissions and test card music}:
Stuart Montgomery, 2 Henderson Row, Edinburgh, 131-13 5133.
BBC TEST CARD CLUB, Keith Hamer, F Epping Close, Derby, DE3 4I-IR.
SAPERS OF TELEVISION AND RADIO SHOWS [S .T.A. RS”) 96 Meadvale
Road, Baling, Inndon, W5 INR.
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IRISH VINTAGE RfiDIU 3: SOUND SOCIETY: Henry Moore, 9 Auburn
Close, Killinejr, Co. Dublin.
RADIO BYGONES {vintage radio technology]: Geoff Arnold, 9 I‘VELIIBIIJY
Close, Broadstone, Dorset, BH18 BIB.
THE RADIUM-HIE {vintage radio]: Chas. E. Miller, “Ierkhill”, Newport Road,
Woodseaees, Stafford, STZU GNP.
TELERADIO NEWS [cinrent radio and TV transmitter news, long-distance
reception}: Keith Hauler, F Epping Close, Derby, DE3 411R.
TUNE INTO YESTERDfiY [Old-Time Radio Show Collectors Association}:
Membership secretary: John Wolstenholme, 56 Melbourne avenue,
Dronfield Wadhonse, Sheffield, 313 EYW.

WEGE LIGHT MUSIC SOCIETY: Stuart Upton, 4 Harvest Bank Road,
West Wickham, Kent, BR4 9D}.
ROBERT FfiRNON SOCIETY [also light music}: David Ades, Stone Gables,
Upton Lane, Seafington St. Michael, Hnu'nster, Somerset, Teas 0P3.
MEMORY LANE Hairpin-era popular music}: Rap Pallett, 226 Station Road.
Ieigh- err-Sea, Essex, 359 BBS.
IN TUNE ETERNA'I‘IONAL {music of the years 1935—1950]: Colin Morgan.
12 Gear Gofaint. Gross, Denbigh, Clwyd, LL15 SET.

PROECTED PICTURE TRUST {cinema history}: Harold Brown, 2 Eleanor
Gardens, Aylesbury. Bucks., HP21 S’LT.
WflGE FILM CIRCUS: Alex Woolliams, 11 Norton Road, Knowle, Bristol,
334 EEZ.

Produced in

MIDDLElEHOLAND

Formder member-Erma

Publications Build
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THE BACK PAGE
405 Alive [ISSN 0969-3834} is an independent. not-for—profit magazine
devoted to the study and preservation of old television technology and
programming. It has no connection with. and is not subsidised by. any other
organisation. Publication is four times a 12-month subscription period but not
at set times.

Editorial policy. This magazine acts not only as a forum for research. the
republication of archive material and as a monitor of current developments
but also as a means for all interested in this field to keep in touch. Readers
are encouraged to submit articles. photographs. notes and letters.

We print readers' addresses only in small advertisements or when otherwise
asked to. We are always happy to forward letters to contributors if postage is
sent- All work in connection with 405 Alive is carried out on a voluntary
unpaid basis - sorry. it's only a hobby! — but writers retain copyright and are
encouraged to republish their articles in commercial publications. in addition.
authors of feature articles normally earn a year's free subscription. although
this offer is made at the editor's discretion and may be withdravm.

Legal niceties. EEGE. Whilst every care is taken in the production of this
newsletter. the editor accepts no legal responsibility for the advice. data and
opinions expressed. 405 Alive neither endorses nor is it responsibie for the
content of advertisements or the activities of those advertisers. No guarantee
of accuracy is implied or given for the material herein. Authors are alone
responsible for the content of their articles. including factual and legal
accuracy. From time to time uncredited illustrations appear in this publication;
every effort is made to avoid infringing copyright and the editor trusts that any
unintended breach will be notified to him so that due acknowledgment can
be made. The contents of the newsletter are covered by copyright and must
not be reproduced without permission. although an exception is made for
other not-for-profit publications [only] wishing to reprint short extracts or
single articles and then only if acknotdedgement is given to 405 Alive.

Copyright {c} 1995 by Andrew Emmerson and contributors.

Produced in

MIDDLEIENGLAHD

IMPORTANT POSTAL INFORMATION E
if undelivered please retum to the Rodlophiie. Lorkhill. Newport

Rood. Woodseoves. STAFFORD. STZD GNP. England.
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